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Ukraine advocacy event Poroshenko meets Obama, gets assurances
in Washington coincides of security assistance, but no lethal weapons
with Poroshenko visit
UNIS
WASHINGTON – More than two dozen Ukrainian
Americans from Connecticut, New Jersey, New York,
Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia met on Capitol Hill
September 17-18 for the third Ukrainian Days advocacy event to be held this year.
“Until now, we have held Ukrainian Days annually, a
time during which we met with our elected representatives to speak on topics related to Ukraine,” noted
event organizer Michael Sawkiw Jr., executive director
of the Ukrainian National Information Service (UNIS),
the public affairs office of the Ukrainian Congress
Committee of America (UCCA). “But this has been an
extraordinarily difficult year for Ukraine and, once
again, Ukrainian Americans must send the message
that Ukraine’s courage to fight for democracy is not
Ukraine’s battle alone and must be supported vigorously by the United States.”
The program on September 17 began with a briefing
session hosted by the American Foreign Policy Council.
Speakers included three former U.S. ambassadors to
Ukraine: John Herbst, currently director of the Eurasia
Center at the Atlantic Council, Roman Popadiuk, a principal with Bingham Consulting, and Steven Pifer, currently director of the Arms Control and NonProliferation Initiative at the Brookings Institute.
Echoing the message that Russia’s actions threaten
not just Ukraine, but world stability – and speaking in
anticipation of the visit by Ukraine’s President Petro
Poroshenko to Washington on September 18 – all three
ambassadors noted that Mr. Poroshenko needed to use
his address to Congress and meeting with President
Barack Obama to ask forcefully for U.S. military assistance to Ukraine. All noted the seeming disconnect
between the support in Congress for Ukraine and the
more tepid response by the Obama administration.
The fear in official Washington, particularly on the
part of the Obama administration, of using the words
“invasion” or “war” with regard to the Ukraine-Russia
conflict and instead insisting on identifying Russia’s
actions as an “incursion” does not bode well, noted
Ambassador Herbst, stating somewhat pessimistically,
“I see dark days ahead.”
Briefing papers were distributed to the Ukrainian
Days participants that included three main topics of
advocacy: military assistance to Ukraine, more severe
sanctions against Russia and support for the UCCA
observer mission for the October 26 elections to
Ukraine’s Parliament.
Participants were also briefed on pending legislation,
including the Ukraine Freedom Support Act of 2014
introduced on September 17 by Senate Foreign
Relations Committee Chairman Robert Menendez
(D-N.J.) and Ranking Member Bob Corker (R-Tenn.), legislation that imposes broad sanctions on Russia’s
defense, energy and financial sectors, as well as increases military and non-military assistance for Ukraine.
Congressional Ukrainian Caucus (CUC) member
Rep. Jim Gerlach (R-Pa.) on September 17 led the effort
in the House of Representatives to pass HR 726, which
expresses support for Ukraine as it works to strengthen
(Continued on page 10)

Yaro Bihun

During his White House meeting with President Petro Poroshenko, President Barack Obama describes how he sees
the situation in Ukraine and how the United States and the world can help resolve it.
by Yaro Bihun
WASHINGTON – Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko
came to Washington on September 18 to discuss the current dangerous situation threatening Ukraine with U.S.
President Barack Obama and at a joint session of the U.S.
Congress. And that evening he left the U.S. capital on his
way back to Kyiv with assurances of Washington’s continued support and a $46 million increase in U.S. security
assistance to Ukraine – although none of it in the form of
lethal weapons and ammunition that he asked for.
President Poroshenko’s day began on Capitol Hill, where
he was invited to address a joint session of the U.S.

Congress. There he spoke to the packed assembly, which, in
addition to members of the House and Senate, included
Vice-President Joseph Biden, Secretary of State John Kerry,
other senior U.S. and Ukrainian government officials, as
well as his wife, Dr. Maryna Poroshenko.
President Poroshenko underscored the importance of freedom, which “defines who you are – as a person and as a nation.”
And his countrymen made that choice for freedom 10 months
ago on the Maidan, he said, and continue to do so today.
In the meantime, he added, “an external aggressor,”
Russia, decided to take away a part of Ukraine – Crimea –
(Continued on page 11)

Poroshenko receives rapturous welcome in Canada’s capital
by Christopher Guly
Special to The Ukrainian Weekly

OTTAWA – Following the Verkhovna Rada’s ratification
of a historic cooperation agreement between Ukraine and
the European Union and on the eve of his address to a joint
session of the U.S. Congress, Petro Poroshenko received a
rock-star-like welcome – along with military honors and a
21-gun salute – on September 17 when he became the second Ukrainian president, after Viktor Yushchenko in 2008,
to address a rare joint session of Canada’s Parliament.
As legislators did in Washington, Canadian senators and
members of Parliament greeted President Poroshenko
with a roaring standing ovation and interrupted his
21-minute speech – delivered mainly in English, with some
French and Ukrainian content – several times with sustained applause. (To read the speech, see page 5.)
But the Ottawa address seemed far more moving for the
president, who commented at the outset that he had
“never felt anything like this” and joked that Ukrainian was
Canada’s “third official language,” before emphasizing the
(Continued on page 4)

Stephen Harper/Facebook

President Petro Poroshenko of Ukraine with Prime
Minister Stephen Harper of Canada during their
September 17 meeting in Ottawa.
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Ukrainian leaders walk away from law
on self-administration in occupied territories
by Vladimir Socor

Eurasia Daily Monitor

Utter confusion surrounds Ukraine’s justadopted law on the “special procedure of
local self-administration in individual districts in the Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts.”
Pursuant to the September 5 ceasefire protocol, President Petro Poroshenko initiated this
law, his administration drafted it, and the
Parliament adopted it on September 16 (see
Eurasia Daily Monitor, September 19).
However, the law has not yet taken effect,
and it seems increasingly doubtful that it
ever will, even if only on paper. The government led by Arseniy Yatsenyuk opposes key
parts of this law publicly and disclaims any
role in having drafted it. Top officials including the president, several of his senior advisors and the Parliament’s chair, are backtracking on the adopted law, disavowing or
reinterpreting various parts of it, or calling
for the withdrawal of Russian troops from
Ukraine’s territory as a novel pre-condition
to implementing this law.
Adding to the confusion, many journalists misread this law as a “special status”
for Donbas, or for the Donetsk and Luhansk
oblasts, or even for those two “people’s
republics” (“DPR” and “LPR”). In actuality,
the law carefully stops far short of any such
implications (see EDM, September 19). The
Right Sector threatens yet again to riot in
Kyiv, and the far-right group’s spokesman
Artem Skoropadsky has warned that Mr.
Poroshenko’s presidential term might be
brought to a premature end “if he continues like this” (UNIAN, September 20).
With parliamentary elections due on
October 26, partisan politics affect the public debate on this law. Yulia Tymoshenko’s
Batkivshchyna, Oleh Tiahnybok’s Svoboda
and other parties criticize the law publicly
(although, as reported from the closeddoor parliamentary session, most of
Batkivshchyna’s and Svoboda’s deputies
abstained from voting, rather than voting
against this law). Apparently, the pro-presidential bloc worries about losing some
votes on that flank, which also includes
Oleh Lyashko’s ascendant Radical Party.
The multiplying points of contention in
this law include: procedural irregularities
in Parliament; ambiguity about the Russian
troops occupying parts of the Donetsk and
Luhansk oblasts; local elections to be held
in the occupied areas; and the local authorities’ relations with the Ukrainian government and with Russia, respectively. Russia
is forcing (while the West is accepting) the
partition of these two oblasts of Ukraine.
The law on the special procedure of local
self-administration would apply to the
Russian-occupied areas. It refers generically to “districts,” below the province level.
• Irregularities in Parliament: The
Verkhovna Rada’s chairman, Oleksandr
Turchynov, refuses to sign the adopted law,
on suspicion that the published text may
have been tampered with after the vote in
Parliament. The published text states that
the precise geographical area of applicability of this law shall be defined in detail by
the head of the Anti-Terrorist Operation
(ATO) Center of the Security Service of
Ukraine (SBU). Indeed, the law specifically
applies to the occupied districts, euphemistically referenced as the “ATO area” in this
case. However, according to Mr. Turchynov
and others, the text approved in Parliament
states that the Parliament itself, not the
ATO Center, would define the precise geographical area of applicability of this law.
Mr. Turchynov wants the Parliament to

retain that power; and presidential advisor
Mykola Tomenko supports this. Pending
elucidation of possible irregularities, Mr.
Turchynov would not forward the law for
President Poroshenko’s signature
(Ukrinform, September 18, 21).
• Russian troops: Presidential advisor Ihor
Hryniv initially suggested that this law and
the amnesty law are pre-conditions to the
withdrawal of Russian troops from Ukraine’s
territory. Mr. Hryniv and other Ukrainian officials seemed to hint that Russia had informally agreed to this particular sequence
when signing the ceasefire on September 5
(Ukrinform, September 16). Such Russian
consent looks implausible, however.
Meanwhile, Mr. Poroshenko’s political advisor Mr. Tomenko asserts that this law “can
only begin to operate when the last Russian
soldier departs from these districts, and the
‘DPR’ and’ LPR’ lay down their arms”
(UNIAN, September 18, 21). This is the
reverse of the initially suggested sequence,
and would imply a postponement sine die.
• The “districts’ ” relations with Kyiv and
with Russia: According to the adopted law,
Ukraine’s Cabinet of Ministers and other
central executive authorities may enter into
agreements with these local self-administration bodies to resolve economic, social
and cultural matters. Intentionally or inadvertently, this would imply horizontal relations incompatible with the unitary state,
and (on this point only) a hint at a “special
status.” At the same time, Kyiv authorizes
these local bodies to “strengthen and deepen good neighborly relations with administrative-territorial units of Russia, based on
agreements on cross-border cooperation
and within the limits of their legal competencies” (Ukrinform, September 16). Such
district-to-district (or city-to-city) crossborder relations are a modest version of
Russia’s proposal for direct relations
between whole provinces of Ukraine and
Moscow, bypassing Kyiv (a feature of
Moscow’s “federalization” projects for
Ukraine). This part of the Ukrainian law
looks like a slippery step in that direction.
Moreover, “cross-border cooperation” is
hardly a viable concept when Russian and
proxy troops control the Ukrainian side of
the Russia-Ukraine border, deep inside
what is legally Ukraine’s territory, along
most of the length of that border in the
Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts.
• Local elections: Under this law, preterm elections to district, city, town and village councils are to be held on December 7
in the Russian-occupied areas. However,
Prime Minister Yatsenyuk has argued that
legitimate elections can only be held under
the aegis of Ukraine’s central and local electoral commissions and in line with international standards. Kyiv’s approval of elections in those areas at this time would only
“legalize the bandits, which we will not
allow,” Mr. Yatsenyuk declared (Ukrinform,
September 17). And according to Justice
Minister Pavlo Petrenko, “What kind of
elections can possibly be held in territories
controlled by Russian gunmen?”
(Ukrinform, September 20). President
Poroshenko has apparently re-thought the
issue: “Elections can only be held [in those
areas] where the gunmen are no longer in
the streets. Otherwise, nobody will recognize the outcome of those elections”
(Ukrainian TV Channel One, September
21). Thus, the law’s December 7 election
date turns into another sine die.
The president seems to have backtracked
on other parts of the law also. Mr.
(Continued on page 16)

Obama mentions Ukraine at U.N.
UNITED NATIONS – Addressing the just
opened 69th general debate of the United
Nations General Assembly on September
24, President Barack Obama mentioned
recent developments in Ukraine, noting
that “Russia’s actions in Ukraine” challenge
the “post-war order.” He continued: “After
the people of Ukraine mobilized popular
protests and calls for reform, their corrupt
president fled. Against the will of the government in Kyiv, Crimea was annexed.
Russia poured arms into eastern Ukraine,
fueling violent separatists and a conflict
that has killed thousands. When a civilian
airliner was shot down from areas that
these proxies controlled, they refused to
allow access to the crash for days. When
Ukraine started to reassert control over its
territory, Russia gave up the pretense of
merely supporting the separatists, and
moved troops across the border.” Mr.
Obama said, “This is a vision of the world in
which might makes right – a world in
which one nation’s borders can be redrawn
by another, and civilized people are not
allowed to recover the remains of their
loved ones because of the truth that might
be revealed.” He went on to pledge that
“America and our allies will support the
people of Ukraine as they develop their
democracy and economy. …We will impose
a cost on Russia for aggression, and we will
counter falsehoods with the truth. And we
call upon others to join us on the right side
of history – for while small gains can be
won at the barrel of a gun, they will ultimately be turned back if enough voices
support the freedom of nations and peoples to make their own decisions.” The U.S.
president urged “the path of diplomacy and
peace” to resolve the conflict, adding: “The
recent ceasefire agreement in Ukraine
offers an opening to achieve those objectives. If Russia takes that path – a path that
for stretches of the post-Cold War period
resulted in prosperity for the Russian people – then we will lift our sanctions and
welcome Russia’s role in addressing common challenges.” (whitehouse.gov)
Unanimity on support for Ukraine

WASHINGTON – The Senate Foreign
Relations Committee on September 18
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unanimously passed the Ukraine Freedom
Support Act of 2014 by a vote of 18 to 0.
Chairman Robert Menendez (D-N.J.) and
Ranking Member Bob Corker (R-Tenn.)
introduced the bill on September 17. The
bill would impose broad sanctions on
Russia’s defense, energy and financial sectors, as well as increase military and nonmilitary assistance for Ukraine. “We stand
as one today in Congress, united in our support for President [Petro] Poroshenko and
the Ukrainian people in their pursuit of
peace and democracy in the face of Russian
aggression,” Sen. Menendez said. “There is
no more powerful demonstration of our
solidarity with Ukraine than to approve
this legislation that imposes tough sanctions against Russia for upending the international order, while providing military
assistance to Ukraine during this watershed moment. Russia’s invasion requires a
firm and resolute response, and passing
the Ukraine Freedom Support Act of 2014
demonstrates that unwavering and necessary resolve to stand shoulder to shoulder
with Ukraine.” This legislation authorizes
the president to provide military assistance
to Ukraine, to include: providing defense
articles, defense services and training to
the government of Ukraine for the purpose
of countering offensive weapons and reestablishing the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of Ukraine, including anti-tank
and anti-armor weapons; crew weapons
and ammunition; counter-artillery radars
to identify and target artillery batteries;
fire control, range finder, and optical and
guidance and control equipment; tactical
troop-operated surveillance drones, and
secure command and communications
equipment. It authorizes $350 million in
fiscal year 2015 to carry out these activities. (politickernj.com)
Kyiv to withdraw heavy weapons

KYIV – Ukrainian government forces are
preparing to withdraw artillery and heavy
armored vehicles within a proposed
30-kilometer buffer zone. Ukrainian military spokesman Andriy Lysenko said on
September 22 that Kyiv had made the decision after detecting a lessening of fire in
(Continued on page 12)
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Thousands march against war Roman Waschuk appointed
in Moscow and St. Petersburg Canada’s ambassador to Ukraine
Opposition grows
to war in Ukraine
RFE/RL Russian Service

MOSCOW – Moscow has seen its largest
opposition protest since President Vladimir
Putin’s inauguration to a third presidential
term in May 2012.
Thousands also demonstrated in St.
Petersburg and other Russian cities on
September 21 against what they say is a
covert Russian war in eastern Ukraine.
According to SONAR, an independent
monitoring group that counted protesters
passing through security checkpoints, more
than 26,000 gathered for the Moscow
march.
Mr. Putin and his government have
repeatedly denied sending Russian troops
or weapons into eastern Ukraine to support pro-Russian separatists. But those
claims are increasingly met with skepticism
within and outside of Russia.
Aleksandr Ryklin of the opposition
Solidarity movement said the slogan for all
of the September 21 marches across Russia
was: “Putin, enough lying and making war!”
Yelena Volkova, a protester in Moscow,
said the Russian authorities should “stop
this outrageous covert war that they don’t
admit” waging.
Banners at the Moscow rally said: “Putin,
I’m sick of your lies,” “Don’t shoot our brothers” and “I don’t want a war with Ukraine.”
Daria Nikolayeva is a 55-year-old
Russian school teacher who carried a portrait to the Moscow rally of Nikolai Krygin,
a Russian paratrooper who allegedly was
killed during a battle in Ukraine.
Ms. Nikolayeva told RFE/RL’s correspondent in Moscow that a precedent was set by
Russia’s deployment of military forces
across Ukraine’s Crimea Peninsula in

March and Russia’s speedy annexation of
Crimea through an illegal referendum.
She said she was “not only against us
sending our troops to Ukraine, but also
against us interfering whatsoever in the
matters of other sovereign states.”
The Moscow march was formally
approved by city officials. It began in the
early evening at Pushkin Square in the city
center, with protesters walking along nearly 4 kilometers of roadway.
The Moscow protest passed off peacefully, despite the presence of pro-Russian separatist supporters along the route – some
of whom threw raw eggs at the demonstrators. There were minor scuffles, but no
reports of serious violence and no immediate reports of arrests.
In St. Petersburg, more than 1,000 people gathered outside the Kazan Cathedral
to participate in a rally that was not sanctioned by the authorities.
About 100 anti-war protesters who gathered in the Russian city of Yekaterinburg
were jeered by hecklers who support eastern Ukraine’s pro-Russian separatists.
In the Siberian city of Barnaul, at a small
unsanctioned demonstration, local activist
Artyom Kosaretsky reportedly was assaulted and detained by authorities after holding up a sign saying “Siberia against war.”
The protests coincided with the United
Nations’ annual International Peace Day.
With reporting by Reuters, the Associated
Press, Agence France-Presse, ITAR-TASS and
Interfax.
Copyright 2014, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted
with the permission of Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW,
Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see
http://www.rferl.org/content/russia-antiwar-marches-ukraine/26597971.html).

OTTAWA – Canada’s Foreign Affairs
Minister John Baird on September 19
announced the appointment of Ukrainian
Canadian Roman Waschuk, whose current
position is ambassador to Serbia, as
Canada’s new ambassador to Ukraine.
Mr. Waschuk holds B.A. and M.A. degrees
in history from the University of Toronto
(1983 and 1985). He began his career with
Canada’s Department of External Affairs in
1987. His first posting was as second secretary (political) in Moscow; he subsequently
served as counselor (political) in Kyiv and
counselor (political) and minister-counselor (political/economic) in Berlin.
In Ottawa, Mr. Waschuk’s positions have
included deputy director of the European
Union Division, deputy director of the Policy
Planning Division, director of the Global
Partnership for Biological Non-Proliferation,
Chemical Weapons Destruction and
Redirection of Former Weapons Scientists
Division, and director of the Stabilization
and Reconstruction Programs Division.
Since 2011 Mr. Waschuk has served as
Canada’s ambassador to Serbia, with concurrent accreditation to Macedonia and
Montenegro. Mr. Waschuk replaces Canada’s
current ambassador to Ukraine, Troy
Lulashnyk, whose family came to Canada
from the Ternopil region of Ukraine in 1899.
The Ukrainian Canadian Congress (UCC)
congratulated Mr. Waschuk on his appointment as the ambassador to Ukraine. “On
behalf of the Ukrainian Canadian community, it is my pleasure to wholeheartedly welcome Ambassador Waschuk on the occasion of his appointment,” stated Paul Grod,
UCC national president. “Today, as Ukraine
faces Russian aggression, we are pleased
that Canada continues to appoint such
capable ambassadors to Ukraine.”
“We look forward to working with

Canada’s newly appointed ambassador
to Ukraine, Roman Waschuk.
Ambassador Waschuk as Canada and our
community continues to support the people of Ukraine in defending their independence and territorial integrity. I have
known Ambassador Waschuk professionally for many years and I am certain that he
will represent Canada effectively and honorably,” Mr. Grod added.
UCC President Grod also congratulated
outgoing Ambassador Lulashnyk, who has
served as Canada’s ambassador to Ukraine
since 2011, for his excellent work and dedicated service. “It was our distinct pleasure
to work with Ambassador Lulashnyk over
the last three years,” stated Mr. Grod.
“Ambassador Lulashnyk represented
Canada with distinction and devotion during a very difficult period in Ukraine’s history. On behalf of the Ukrainian Canadian
community, I wish Ambassador Lulashnyk
and his family health, happiness and successes in their future endeavors,” Mr. Grod
commented.

RFE/RL’s Ukrainian Service celebrates 60th anniversary

WASHINGTON – Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty’s Ukrainian Service marked
its 60th anniversary on September 18 at an
event in Kyiv attended by Ukrainian Prime
Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk and Kyiv Mayor
Vitali Klitschko and hosted by the Prague
Freedom Foundation.
In keynote remarks, Mr. Yatsenyuk said,
“Empires collapsed, walls fell, dictators disappeared, but Radio Svoboda exists and
will exist, as well as freedom.” The prime
minister told the audience of diplomats,
members of the Ukrainian Parliament, civil
society leaders and journalists, “I wish all
of us to listen to Radio Svoboda and be free
people thanks to the truth and thanks to
Radio Svoboda.”
Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko,
then visiting the U.S., sent a written statement that was read at the event.
“Generations of modern Ukrainian politicians grew up listening to your programs,
despite artificially created obstacles,” he
wrote. “Your many years of work are an
example of how to care for the interests of
the society, independent of party interests
and political regimes.”
Also attending the anniversary celebration were Karel Schwarzenberg, chair of
the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the
Czech Chamber of Deputies; Laima

Log on to

RadioSvoboda.org

RFE/RL Ukrainian Service journalists gather at the service’s 60th anniversary event in Kyiv.
Andrikiene, a former member of the
European Parliament’s Committee on
Foreign Affairs and Subcommittee on
Human Rights; Ukrainian National
Deputies members Iryna Gerashchenko
and Hryhoriy Nemyria; and Hromadske TV
founder Mustafa Nayyem. They all participated in a panel discussion on the role of
propaganda and the power of independent
journalism in situations of conflict and war.
Ukrainian Service director Maryana

www.ukrweekly.com

Drach said the service’s accomplishments
draw on a distinguished history. She cited
its support of dissidents during the Soviet
period and its reporting on issues long hidden by the Soviet government and media,
such as the Holodomor, the FamineGenocide of 1932-1933 that resulted in the
death of millions of Ukrainians. Ms. Drach
added, “Today Radio Svoboda reports on
the seizure of the [Crimean Tatar
Parliament] Mejlis, the closure of Ukrainian

The Ukrainian Weekly archive
(1933-2013) is open to the public.
The current year’s issues, however,
are reserved for online subscribers.

schools in Crimea and alleged torture of
captives in Eastern Ukraine,” always
remaining faithful to its mission to provide
journalistically sound news and analysis.
RFE/RL’s Ukrainian Service, known
locally as Radio Svoboda, began its first
broadcast from Munich, West Germany, on
August 16, 1954, with this call: “Brothers
and sisters! Ukrainians! We live abroad, but
our hearts and minds are always with you.
No Iron Curtain can separate us or keep us
apart.”
The service has enjoyed dramatic
growth among local audiences this year as
a result of its live-streamed coverage of
events relating to the Euro-Maidan demonstrations. Its on-site reporting from Crimea
and the conflict zones in eastern Ukraine
and investigations into the properties and
finances of the Yanukovych regime are regularly cited by major international and
local media.
RFE/RL is a private, independent international news organization whose programs – radio, Internet, television and
mobile – reach influential audiences in 21
countries, including Russia, Iran, Iraq,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, the republics of
Central Asia and the Caucasus. It is funded
by the U.S. Congress through the
Broadcasting Board of Governors.

Cost of an annual online subscription:
$90 ($80 for UNA members).
Subscribers to our print edition can get
an additional online subscription for only $5.
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Poroshenko receives...
(Continued from page 1)

deep emotional and cultural connections
between Canada and Ukraine.
“I feel very much at home with you here
today in a country that is very close to
Ukraine, not distantly,” he said, “but
through our hearts.”
“It is not only history that [binds] us; it
is also shared values that make Canada and
Ukraine an integral part of the global family
of democracies,” he said.
Those comments followed an equally
effusive introduction by Canadian Prime
Minister Stephen Harper, who told the joint
sitting in the House of Commons that
Canada and Ukraine would “move forward
together, confident that our shared dreams
and aspirations are right, just and good.”
“We cannot let [Russian President
Vladimir] Putin’s dark and dangerous
actions stand for they have global security
implications and because… for Canadians,
with our deep connections to the Ukrainian
people, this not to us just a matter of international law or political principle,” Prime
Minister Harper said. “This is a matter of
kinship, this is a matter of family, this is
personal, and we will stand by you.”
President Poroshenko said that “today
Ukraine pays a very high price for defending what we believe in: democracy and the
freedom to choose our own future.”
“For more than two decades we proudly
stated that Ukraine gained its independence
without shedding a single drop of blood.
Now that is no longer true. Now we are
engaged in a true battle for our independence. Now we are paying the real price,” he
underscored. “Today Ukraine is bleeding for
its independence and territorial integrity.”
Mr. Harper, the only Group of Seven
(G-7) leader to attend Mr. Poroshenko’s

Petro Poroshenko/Facebook

First Lady Maryna Poroshenko and President Petro Poroshenko among Ukrainian Canadians in Ottawa.
presidential inauguration in June, emphasized that “Canada recognizes the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Ukraine –
all of Ukraine,” he said, alluding to Russia’s
seizure of Ukraine’s Crimean peninsula.
“Whether it takes five months or 50
years to liberate it we will never, ever recognize the illegal Russian occupation of
Ukrainian territory,” Mr. Harper stated.
Mr. Poroshenko acknowledged that “it
would be much harder for Ukraine to face
the challenges of today” were it not for support provided by the Canadian government, parliamentarians and the Ukrainian-

Official Website of Ukraine’s President

President Petro Poroshenko and Prime Minister Stephen Harper.

Petro Poroshenko/Facebook

First Lady Maryna Poroshenko and President Petro Poroshenko are welcomed by
chlidren of the Ukrainian community.

Canadian community under the leadership
of the Ukrainian Canadian Congress (UCC).
“No other leaders or nations – I mean no
one –with the possible exception of Poland,
was so straightforward and earnest when
sending a signal… to the Russians and the
rest of the world that fighting a nation
which is trying to chart its own path is just
conceptually wrong,” he said.
The Harper government has been a
fierce critic of Mr. Putin since Russia’s
annexation of Crimea in March and, on the
eve of President Poroshenko’s visit to
Ottawa, further economic sanctions and
travel bans were announced – this time
involving four senior Russian military officers, five more Russian arms makers and a
Moscow-based bank.
In announcing the punitive measures,
Canadian Foreign Affairs Minister John
Baird called Mr. Putin “a bully” who stands
over Ukrainians, “threatening their sovereignty and territorial integrity.”
In a scrum with reporters on Parliament
Hill, Mr. Baird amplified his remarks. “To anyone who says the term ‘bully’ is exaggerated
or undiplomatic, I would ask what should
we call someone who in recent weeks has
boasted to the EU leadership that he, and I
quote, ‘could take Kyiv in two weeks?’”
The UCC called on Canada and other
member countries of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) to arm
Ukraine against Russian aggression. (U.S.
President Barack Obama’s administration
declined to include weapons in a $53 million aid package for Ukraine announced on
September 18.)
“The West needs to provide Ukrainians
the means with which to defend themselves,” wrote UCC President Paul Grod in a
September 17 op-ed published in The
Globe and Mail, Canada’s national newspaper. “Weapons, especially anti-tank systems, will give the Ukrainian army the ability to defend its territory; military trainers
will help Ukraine’s army modernize more
quickly; and medical trainers will help
Ukraine’s army minimize casualties.”
He said that Canada providing Ukraine
with weapons and military trainers it
requires would likely influence Canada’s
allies to follow suit.
Canada has provided Ukraine with nonlethal security equipment, such as bulletproof vests which President Poroshenko –
“as a commander-in-chief, a Ukrainian and as
the father of a soldier [his son Olexiy serves
in Ukraine’s armed forces] – acknowledged
during his parliamentary address.
In an exclusive interview with CBC News
Network’s “Power and Politics” weekday

television program, Mr. Poroshenko told host
Evan Solomon that Ukraine requires “sophisticated and state-of-the-art” assistance to
defend itself, possibly in the form of “reconnaissance and intelligence information.”
The Globe and Mail reported that
Ukraine seeks satellite information to help
monitor its regions that border Russia.
President Poroshenko told Canadian
parliamentarians that Russia is arming rebels with advanced anti-aircraft missiles,
“providing them with operators, intelligence and in-flight data.”
He said “those who were equipped,
trained and financed by Russia” shot down
Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 in July, which
killed 298 passengers and crew, including
24-year-old Canadian medical student
Andrei Anghel.
“I think that the war in eastern Ukraine
is a war against terror, our common war,”
the president said. “I have no doubt of that.”
Shortly after his visit, the North
American Aerospace Defense Command
(NORAD) reported that U.S. and Canadian
fighter jets were scrambled to intercept
Russian military aircraft near both the
American and Canadian coastlines in two
separate incidents.
In Ottawa, Mr. Poroshenko, who was
accompanied by his wife, Dr. Maryna
Poroshenko, expressed a desire for Ukraine
to gain the status of a Major Non-NATO Ally.
“I really count on your support for this,” the
president told Canadian lawmakers.
But Mr. Poroshenko said he came to
Ottawa to “enhance” the Ukrainian Canadian
partnership. “I am convinced that we need to
pay more attention to bilateral cooperation
in such spheres as energy, trade, investment,
information, aerospace and many other
technologies,” he said, expressing hope that
a Ukraine-Canada free trade agreement
would soon become a reality.
Five rounds of negotiations on such a pact
have been held to date, with the most recent
held in Kyiv in September 2012. Mr.
Poroshenko, the billionaire owner of Roshen
Confectionary Corp., dubbed the “Chocolate
King,” signaled that Ukraine is more than
ready to do business with the West.
He described the recently signed
Ukraine-European Union Association
Agreement as “the last farewell from
Ukraine to the Soviet Union.” Its ratification
by the Verkhovna Rada “was a Rubicon that
Ukraine crossed and we never ever will
turn back to our awful past.”
Mr. Poroshenko also told CBC that he is
also seeking Canadian petroleum to help
(Continued on page 17)
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UKRAINIAN PRESIDENT ADDRESSES U.S. CONGRESS, CANADIAN PARLIAMENT

Poroshenko in United States Congress
Following is the full text of the address by
the president of Ukraine, Petro Poroshenko,
to the joint session of the U.S. Congress on
September 18. The text was posted by the
Press Office of the President.
Mr. Speaker, Majority Leader, Members
of the House, Members of the Senate,
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Let me thank you for your warmth and hospitality. Addressing both houses of Congress
is one of the highest political privileges.
Standing here, I am grateful – and fully
aware that this honor goes not to me, but to
the people of Ukraine, those brave men and
women who are today on the forefront of
the global fight for democracy!
Allow me speak to you on their behalf.
I will focus on one thing that is at the
core of Ukraine’s existence today: freedom.
There are moments in history when
freedom is more than just a political concept. At those moments, freedom becomes
the ultimate choice, which defines who you
are – as a person and as a nation.
Ukraine has lived this moment over the
last 10 months – and became the scene of
the most heroic story of the last decade, a
synonym for sacrifice, dedication and the
unbreakable will to live free.
The people of Ukraine stood up to the corrupt regime of Yanukovych. They stood their
ground during this dramatic winter – and
they are standing their ground right now!
The defenders of freedom were willing
to sacrifice their lives for the sake of a better future. What is even more amazing, they
won. Armed with only sticks and shields,
they attacked the special police and chased
them away.

Petro Poroshenko/Facebook

Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko speaks at a joint session of the U.S. Congress on September 18.
The victory gained on the Independence
Square in Kyiv, now known to the whole
world as Maidan, was a victory against police
brutality, harassment by the state-controlled
media, violence and intimidation.
There is nothing more impressive than
seeing hundreds of thousands of peaceful

people forcing out a violent dictator, and
changing the course of history.
Day after day, week after week, month
after month – thousands upon thousands
streamed into the streets of Kyiv simply
because their dignity didn’t allow them to
remain passive and silent while their liber-

ties were at stake.
The stand-off on the Maidan lasted three
months. It culminated on February 20 and
21 – when over 100 protesters were shot
by snipers. We call them the “Heavenly

such an outstanding opportunity to address
the Canadian Parliament. I see this as a tribute to my country and the Ukrainian people,
and an expression of the unique, distinctive
partnership that our nations enjoy.
Let me also just once use the third “official language” of Canada – Ukrainian:
Дякую вам за цю честь, дорогі друзі!
To be frank with you – I feel very much
at home with you here today in a country
that is very close to Ukraine. Not distantly
but through our hearts and common ideas.
Indeed, Canada has become home to so
many Ukrainians. The descendants of those
early Ukrainian settlers who came here
more than a century ago. In 1892, a century
before Canada was the first to recognize

Ukraine’s independence, the first Ukrainian
emigrants Ivan Pylypiv and Vasyl Yelynyak
arrived. They launched further numerous
Ukrainian emigration to the Pacific Coast,
settling across the woods and prairies of
Canada. The Ukrainian community has easily integrated into the Canadian society.
They built railways and towns, schools and
churches, heroically fought against the
Nazis during the second world war, contributed to the Canadian economy and culture. Later, the sons and daughters of farmers became prominent members of
Canadian society – businessmen, scientists,
artists, athletes and politicians. One of
them, Ramon Hnatyshyn, became the governor general of Canada.
The list is long and impressive –
Premiers of Saskatchewan and Manitoba
Roy Romanow and Gary Filmon, Sens.
Raynell Andreychuk and David Tkachuk,
artist William Kurelek, hockey superstars
Terry Sawchuk and Wayne Gretzky, and
woman-astronaut Dr. Roberta Bondar.
We highly praise the great Ukrainian
Canadian sculptor Leo Mol, who crafted
one of the best Taras Shevchenko monuments in the world, in Washington, D.C.
If I continue with the list, we will run out
of time for this session.
Today the Ukrainian Canadian community
is over a million people. It is strong, it is consolidated, it preserves the language of their
homeland, faith and traditions. Ukraine has
always felt proud of Ukrainian Canadians
and is grateful for their lasting support.
On behalf of the people of Ukraine, I would
like to express gratitude to you, brothers and

sisters, for your lasting support!
However, it is not only history that
bonds us, but also the shared values that
make Canada and Ukraine integral parts of
a global family of democracies.
Today Ukraine pays a very high price for
defending what we believe in: democracy
and freedom to choose our own future. For
more than two decades we proudly stated
that Ukraine gained its independence without shedding a single drop of blood. Today
Ukraine is bleeding for its independence
and territorial integrity.
Governor General of Canada Ramon
Hnatyshyn in his speech at the Ukrainian
Parliament in 1992 stated: “We must not
forget people’s suffering which we are witnessing.” That day he spoke of brave
Ukrainian and Canadian soldiers who kept
the peace across the world in conflict and
unrest zones. These words remain so true,
as never before.
Today thousands of brave Ukrainian
men and women are sacrificing their lives
for the right to live the way they chose to,
on their land, under the blue and golden
colors of the Ukrainian flag, colors which
are so dear to many Canadian Ukrainians.
In these dark days we feel your support.
It is time we see our friends in our need.
And there is no other way to put it – Canada
is a friend indeed.
As commander-in-chief, as a Ukrainian
and a father of a soldier, I thank Canada for
each life that is being saved today in the
Ukrainian Donbas by a bulletproof vest or a
helmet you gave us.

(Continued on page 14)

Poroshenko in Canadian Parliament

Below is the text of President Petro
Poroshenko’s speech at the joint session of
the Canadian Parliament on September 17.
The text was posted by the Press Office of the
President.
Mr. Prime Minister, Speaker Kinsella,
Speaker Scheer, Honorable Members of the
Senate and House of Commons, Honorable
Members of the Diplomatic Community,
Distinguished Guests, Ladies and
Gentlemen, Dear Friends:
It is a deeply felt honor to address this
distinguished legislative body.
I must thank you, Prime Minister, for
inviting me to come to Canada, Speaker
Kinsella and Speaker Scheer – for giving me

Official Website of Ukraine’s President

President Petro Poroshenko of Ukraine addresses a joint session of Canada’s House of
Commons and Senate on September 17.

(Continued on page 13)
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Poroshenko’s message

President Petro Poroshenko’s impassioned and eloquent speech on September 18
before a joint session of the U.S. Congress was widely hailed by political observers, and it
elicited more than 10 standing ovations from the senators and representatives attending.
In the nearly 45-minute address delivered in English, Mr. Poroshenko succeeded in telling the world about Ukraine, its values, aspirations and courage in the face of continuing Russian aggression, and in assuring his listeners: “we are a people of peace.”
His message was clear: Freedom “is at the core of Ukraine’s existence today” and
the people of Ukraine – of all ethnic backgrounds – “are on the forefront of the global
fight for democracy.” “The defenders of freedom were willing to sacrifice their lives
for the sake of a better future,” but then, “an external aggressor decided to take away
a part of Ukraine’s territory.”
Citing the 1994 Budapest Memorandum, Mr. Poroshenko said the signatories (the
U.S., U.K., Russia, France and China) had “vowed to provide for the inviolability of
Ukraine’s state borders and territorial sovereignty. In reality, what we got from
Russia was annexation and a war that has brought Ukraine to the brink of its survival.” Those security assurances, he said, had failed. But what can ensure peace is:
“Common values, cooperation and interdependence; leadership and responsibility.”
Thus, he urged the U.S. “not to let Ukraine stand alone in the face of this aggression”
and “to help us, and to rise and be equal to its natural and manifest role – I urge
America to lead the way!”
The president also made his case that Ukraine’s defensive war against Russia is
not Ukraine’s war alone. The result of Russia’s actions in Ukraine – and before that in
Georgia and Moldova – is that “The post-war international system of checks and balances was effectively ruined.” He noted: “Today, aggression against Ukraine is a
threat to global security everywhere. Hybrid proxy wars, terrorism, national radical
and extremist movements, the erosion of international agreements, the blurring,
and even erasing, of national identities – all of these threats now challenge Europe. If
they are not stopped now, they will cross European borders and spread throughout
the globe.” What Ukraine needs, according to President Poroshenko, is political support and more military equipment – both non-lethal and lethal. He underscored that
pressing need by stating: “Blankets and night-vision goggles are important. But one
cannot win a war with blankets!”
And yet, the White House says there is no military solution to the crisis in
Ukraine. As a result of President Poroshenko’s visit to Washington, the Obama
administration pledged its continued support and an increase of $46 million in security assistance – though not lethal weapons – plus $7 million in humanitarian relief.
The administration’s shortsighted position is clear from this statement by the White
House press secretary: “We believe that the best way to resolve the differences
between the Ukrainian government and the Russian-backed separatists is for the
Russian government to use their influence with the separatists.” (“Differences”! Is
that what you call an invasion of a sovereign country?)
Ambivalent is the word being used more and more often to describe Mr. Obama’s
foreign policy. Indeed, there are times when the president seems to consider Ukraine
important in the realm of foreign policy and other days, not so much. For example,
Adrian Karatnycky, writing in the New Republic, quoted Mr. Obama as offhandedly
saying at a political fund-raiser in Baltimore on September 13: “We do very little trade
with Ukraine and, geopolitically … what happens in Ukraine doesn’t pose a direct
threat to us.” Mr. Karatnycky commented: “The president’s remark… was sure to have
been noticed by President Vladimir Putin as a signal that, in the end, the U.S. is ready
to accept Russia’s brutal assertion of a sphere of influence over Ukraine…” During Mr.
Poroshenko’s visit to Washington, Mr. Obama said the U.S. and its European partners
“have applied some of the toughest coordinated sanctions against Russia” and
assured, “You have a strong friend not only in me personally, but I think, as you saw in
Congress today, you have strong bipartisan support here in the United States.”
Speaking on September 23 at the Clinton Global Initiative, he did not even mention
Ukraine as he discussed “our obligation …to stand with the courageous citizens and
brave civil society groups who are working for equality and opportunity and justice
and human dignity all over the world.” And on September 24, addressing the U.N.
General Assembly, Mr. Obama again offered fine words in support of Ukraine: “We will
impose a cost on Russia for aggression, and we will counter falsehoods with the truth.
And we call upon others to join us on the right side of history – for while small gains
can be won at the barrel of a gun, they will ultimately be turned back if enough voices
support the freedom of nations and peoples to make their own decisions.”
The Senate Foreign Relations Committee heard President Poroshenko’s plea and
voted unanimously to pass the Ukraine Freedom Support Act of 2014, but President
Obama, apparently, was not listening. “Live free or die.” That, President Poroshenko
said, was the motto of the American Revolution and of Ukraine’s “Revolution of
Dignity” – the Maidan of 2014. Unfortunately, the Obama administration does not
seem to understand the import of these words today.

Sept.
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Turning the pages back...

Last year, on September 30, 2013, in an interview with
Komsomolskaya Pradva in Ukraine, pro-Kremlin Russian economist
and political analyst Mikhail Delyagin called Ukraine’s signing of the
Association Agreement with the European Union a strategic failure
of Russia, which by its policy actually pushed Ukraine to the EU side.
Mr. Delyagin, who belonged to the Rodina party in Russia and
is the director of the Problems Issued by Globalization Institute, added that Russian political circles did not understand that pressure on Ukraine would not be effective. “At the
beginning of the Customs Union’s creation, Ukraine’s accession seemed quite real. But
because of Gazprom’s position, Ukraine was cut off from the Customs Union. In addition,

2013
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WINDOW ON EURASIA

Putin can retain power
only with war and violence
by Paul Goble
Vladimir Putin has no need of Chechnya,
Abkhazia, South Ossetia or Crimea, Aleksandr
Podrabinek says. He has moved against all of
them “not for territory but for his own selfassertion and personal power, things which
only the state of war can guarantee him.”
That is how he began his rise to supreme
power in 1999 with the apartment bombings, the Moscow commentator says in an
essay on Grani.ru, and that is how he will
continue in Ukraine and elsewhere given
that, to use George Orwell’s expression, he
is interested only in building and retaining
personal power (grani.ru/opinion/
podrabinek/m.233046.html).
“The shedding of blood preceded
Putin’s ascent to power,” Mr. Podrabinek
says. And “this was not an accidental coincidence: it was a necessary condition for
his rise.” In his case as in many others, “war
became the occasion for a change in power
and a change in course.”
To have a war, he needed “a casus belli,” and
he “did not look for one but created it,” blowing up the apartment buildings in Buynaksk,
Moscow and Volgodonsk and only failing to
blow up another in Ryazan when alert citizens
sounded the alarm that the local police
arrested and then were forced to release
FSB officers who had planted the bomb.
“On that very same day, September 23
[1999], the first bombing raids were made
on Grozny.” More bombings followed and
“thus began the second war in Chechnya,”
whose conduct was now in the hands of “a
young, energetic and decisive president,”
Mr. Podrabinek notes.
There is no other explanation than official
involvement for what happened in Ryazan,
but Russians prefer “not to remember” or if
Paul Goble is a long-time specialist on
ethnic and religious questions in Eurasia
who has served in various capacities in the
U.S. State Department, the Central
Intelligence Agency and the International
Broadcasting Bureau, as well as at the Voice
of America and Radio Free Europe/Radio
Liberty and the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace. Mr. Goble writes a blog
called “Window on Eurasia” (http://windowoneurasia2.blogspot.com/). The article
above is reprinted with permission.

they must to do so “exclusively in an emotional key and not in an analytical one.
Unfortunately, this is the normal way of things
in Russia,” the Grani commentator says.
Efforts to find out the truth were quickly
drowned out by meetings about the tragedies. “Such is the nature of our national
character,” Mr. Podrabinek says. “The beauty of suffering overwhelms everything else
– justice, curiosity, honor and duty before
those who have died.” Ceremonies are
enough to get Russians to come to terms
with their past as officials want.
But 15 years on, “an understanding of
the events of the fall of 1999 is essential in
order to correctly evaluate the moving forces of Putin’s current policy.” That was when
the Putin era began. It “began with terrorist
acts and wars.” Indeed, it was precisely
those that allowed Mr. Putin to come to
power and “in a planned fashion take civil
rights away from society.”
In the intervening period, “each military
event and each terrorist act has been used
by [Putin] to tighten the screws still more,
to make the laws harsher and to strengthen
his personal power. War is his life, his
means of existence. It is a pretext for the
salvation of society… Only in an atmosphere of war can he exist.”
“Peaceful life is full of political discussions and elections,” a state which Mr. Putin
will find himself on the losing end and he
“understand this” very well. He always has
and always will need an enemy.” Even when
he installed the superficially more liberal
Dmitry Medvedev in his place, Mr. Putin
“compensated with a war with Georgia.”
“In the absence of a foreign enemy,” Mr.
Putin is “ready to use the image of an internal
one,” throwing “healthy national forces”
against those as well. He need only shout
“’The fatherland is in danger!’” and this
lumpen including former military personnel,
imperialists, fascists and radical Orthodox
will “joyously” throw themselves against that
enemy too, Mr. Podrabinek comments.
No one should forget that this is Mr. Putin’s
“cadres reserve, his last hope for preserving
power if it suddenly turns out that he doesn’t
have enough forces to withstand a foreign
enemy.” That is how he began and that is how
he is continuing, Mr. Podrabinek says, concluding that to keep himself in power forever,
“force [too] is not a goal but [only] a means.”

IN THE PRESS: Obama offers
Poroshenko more “blankets”
“Empty words for Ukraine,” editorial,
The Washington Post, September 20:
“For the sake of the cameras,
President Obama assured Ukrainian
President Petro Poroshenko at a White
House meeting Thursday that ‘not only
do we support Ukraine’s sovereignty and
independence in words, but we’ve also
been supporting it in deeds.’ If only that
were true. The reality is that the beleaguered Ukrainian leader left Washington
backed by considerable rhetoric from
the Obama administration but little with
which he can turn back the continuing
Russian aggression against his country.
“In an emotional address to Congress,
Mr. Poroshenko described Ukraine as
fighting for Western democratic values
as well as its own survival, and he all but
begged for U.S. military aid beyond the
token ‘non-lethal’ supplies the Obama
administration has provided. ‘One cannot win the war with blankets,’ he said.

“ ‘Even more, we cannot keep the peace
with a blanket.’
“Mr. Obama’s answer was to offer
another batch of blankets: non-lethal
equipment amounting to $46 million, a
rounding error in the Pentagon’s budget.
Instead of the antitank weapons and
drones the Ukrainian army desperately
needs, it was promised more body armor,
engineering equipment and patrol boats.
That will be worthless against the thousands of regular Russian troops, backed
by tanks, artillery and sophisticated antiaircraft systems, that moved into eastern
Ukraine last month. …
“… legislation approved Thursday by
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
makes sense. It would strengthen sanctions against Russia and provide Ukraine
with $350 million in military aid in 2015,
including the weapons it needs to counter Russian armor. …Congress should
swiftly approve it.”
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Data for political lobbying
regarding support of Ukraine
by Oleh Wolowyna
The totally unexpected phenomenon of
the Maidan and the subsequent unprovoked attack on Ukraine by Russia have
galvanized the Ukrainian diaspora in the
United States and in many other countries.
Actions of support range from generous
donations to demonstrations in many cities. However, it is important to point out
that the most effective action a diaspora
can undertake is lobbying government officials for effective support of the Ukrainian
government and its people.
Lobbying efforts in the U.S. on behalf of
Ukraine have been somewhat successful in
the past but, given the current critical situation in Ukraine, more concerted and effective methods are required. A well-proven
strategy is to convince politicians that the
support of their constituents is conditional
on their actions regarding certain issues;
this is specially the case around election
time. Nothing focuses better the attention
of politicians than the belief that certain
groups may affect their chances of winning
or losing the next election.
The upcoming midterm election of senators and congressmen in November and
the fact that in the current political environment a small and well-organized group
can determine the outcome of elections (as
witnessed by the totally unexpected defeat
of House Majority Leader Eric Cantor) provide a favorable background for well-organized political actions.
Although the number of Ukrainians in
the U.S. is quite small (0.3 percent of the
total population), experience shows that
even smaller ethnic groups can effectively
influence government policies (the Baltic
communities, for example) and that coordinated actions with other Eastern European
communities can make this intervention
even more effective.
In his book “The Last Empire,” Prof.
Serhii Plokhy describes how Ukrainian
Americans were able to influence President
George H. W. Bush to change his policy of

Oleh Wolowyna is the director of the
Center for Demographic and Socioeconomic Research of Ukrainians in the
United States at the Shevchenko Scientific
Society.

opposing the independence of Ukraine, as
witnessed by his infamous “Chicken Kiev”
speech, to recognizing the independence of
Ukraine and providing significant assistance.
Staunch Republicans and community
leaders like Myron Kuropas and Taras
Szmagala put Ukraine’s interest above their
party loyalty and strongly criticized
President Bush’s government policy
regarding the fall of the Soviet Union and
the independence of Ukraine. The coordinated action of Eastern European communities made the Republican Party realize
(Continued on page 15)

Handshakes, more blankets

Ukraine’s President Petro Poroshenko
delivered a heartfelt, passionate speech to
a joint session of the U.S. Congress on
September 18.
Addressing the current struggle for eastern Ukraine, Mr. Poroshenko stated that,
“The outcome of today’s war will determine whether we will be forced to accept
the reality of a dark, torn and bitter Europe
as part of a new world order.”
Pleading for more lethal equipment, Mr.
Poroshenko asserted: “Blankets and nightvision goggles are important... But one cannot win a war with blankets.”
Ukraine’s president hit all the right
chords, especially when he mentioned
America’s rallying cry of 1776, “Live free or
die” as being Ukraine’s cry today.
Mr. Poroshenko reminded his audience
that the United States made a commitment
to protect Ukraine’s sovereignty; he urged
America to live up to that commitment, “to
lead the way.”
“This is not a Ukrainian war, Mr.
Poroshenko emphasized. “This is a war for
the free world. This is a war to win the
peace.”
As I listened to President Poroshenko, I
was reminded of a speech delivered by
Emperor Haile Selassie to the League of
Nations in June 1936 following Italian dictator Benito Mussolini’s invasion of Ethiopia.
“Fifty nations asserted that aggression had
been committed in violation of international treaties,” the emperor reminded his audience. His speech fell on deaf ears.
Fast forward to 2013. President Mikheil
Saakashvili is speaking to the General
Assembly of the United Nations after
Russia’s invasion of Georgia. “I came here
in the name of the Georgian people to ask
you, the international community,” he
began, “to react strongly to this aggression
and help us to put an end to the Russian
annexation of our land... the current
Russian authorities know perfectly well
that as soon as strong institutions are built
in Ukraine, Georgia, Moldova... as soon as
functioning states emerge, such institutions, such states will reflect and enforce
the will of the people, which is to become
fully independent and move towards
Europe.” His audience listened politely and
did nothing, knowing full well that any
united effort to come to Georgia’s assistance would be vetoed in the Security
Council by Russia and others.
I felt sorry for Mr. Poroshenko. Did he
actually believe that the U.S. Congress
would actually do something meaningful?
He wasn’t asking for American “boots on
the ground” for heaven’s sake, only enough
military equipment to give President
Vladimir Putin pause.
Meeting with President Barack Obama
in the White House later, Mr. Poroshenko
heard the American president declare,
once again, that, “The people of the United
States stand with the people of Ukraine.”
Mr. Obama also stated that Mr. Poroshenko
was “the right man” to lead his country
through a difficult time, but that no lethal
weapons were available for Ukraine.
Nevertheless, at the end of the meeting Mr.
Obama did promise “to continue to seek to
mobilize the international community to
say to Russia that Ukraine desires to have a
good relationship with all its neighbors...
Russia cannot dictate to them their ability
to work effectively with other partners in
order to better the situation for the

Ukrainian people.”
Whoopee! Does Ukraine really need Mr.
Obama to tell the international community
to tell Russia that “Ukraine desires to have
a good relationship with all its neighbors”?
Does anyone in the international community listen to Mr. Obama?
Exiting the White House, Mr.
Poroshenko said he was “satisfied.” Poor
fellow. What else could he say?
Mr. Poroshenko received standing ovations and many handshakes from the U.S.
Congress. He got an “atta boy” and a pat on
the head from the White House, and more
blankets to keep warm when Russia shuts
the gas off this winter.
So where does Ukraine go from here?
Some people in Ukraine are excited with
the new trade deal with Europe. I’m not.
The agreements will not go into effect until
2015. A lot could change by then. In the
meantime, other agreements will allow Mr.
Putin’s surrogates in eastern Ukraine to be
amnestied and the Donbas to receive special status for three years, allowing broad
autonomy for Luhansk and Donetsk. This
will practically guarantee that Russian will
become the official language of the Donbas
and that Russia will continue to meddle.
Russia and the Western world have
reached a stalemate. I recall a similar
moment in 1938 following Britain’s Neville
Chamberlain’s meeting with Adolf Hitler.
As we all know, Hitler wasn’t satiated.
Neither is Mr. Putin.
Ukraine has lost as many as 3,000 of its
finest during the war with Russia and yet
corruption in Ukraine continues unabated.
Citing Zerkalo Nedeli, a Ukrainian weekly,
The Economist, recently wrote, “Even during
the war, some in Ukraine’s Defense Ministry
used intermediaries to charge money for
hardware and guns being supplied to volunteers on their own side... Private firms
whose employees enlisted for military duty
bought flak jackets from Ukrainian suppliers that turned out to be fake.”
Given its horrifically corrupt Soviet past,
Ukraine can perhaps be excused if not forgiven for the sleaze of some of its people.
What can neither be excused nor forgiven
is the indecisive performance of the White
House in these perilous times. At a time
when momentous leadership is required,
the leader of the free world “leads from
behind,” offering us puffery, meaningless
“red lines” and indecision.
Mr. Putin, meanwhile, offers the world
what military experts have dubbed “hybrid
warfare,” which includes, according to
Edward Lucas, writing in the Wall Street
Journal, “trade sanctions, energy cutoffs,
propaganda, cyberattacks, corruption of
politicians and incitement of ethnic grievances... Such tactics could all too easily
destabilize one of more of the Baltic
states... destroying collective security in
Europe forever.” You think?
According to Mr. Lucas, Mr. Putin is
already making his moves against the
Baltics. Speaking in Latvia recently, a senior
Russian official “accused the Baltic states of
fostering neo-Nazism, discriminating
against ethnic Russians... and gross violations of human rights.” Sound familiar?
President Putin has a plan. President
Obama does not.
Myron Kuropas’s e-mail address is
kuropas@comcast.net.
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A Fulbrighter in Lviv notes changes in others, and himself

A memorial to the Heavenly Brigade.
by Victor Markiw
In the summer of 2012, after several
years of procrastination, I delved into the
Fulbright Scholar application process
thanks to a colleague at the University of
New Haven (UNH) who had convinced me
to take the plunge. It turned out to be quite
worthwhile, as I was selected to teach in
Lviv.
Ukraine, a country of 46 million people
and approximately the size of Texas, borders seven countries. Lviv, about one hour’s
driving time from the Polish border, is a
splendid city of nearly 800,000 citizens

Victor Markiw

with a distant, but pronounced, history of
Polish and Austro-Hungarian architecture
and culture.
Although I am a full-blooded
Connecticut native, born in Hartford and
living most of my life in Woodbridge, I
selected Ukraine as my Fulbright destination because I am also the son of parents
who experienced the Ukrainian diaspora. I
speak Ukrainian, have visited this land on
two recent occasions, and am proud and
passionate about my Ukrainian heritage
and its culture.
Taking my Fulbright in Ukraine would
also give me the opportunity to continue

my research on Ukrainian music, particularly on noted Ukrainian composer
Myroslav Skoryk (born 1938).
Arriving, I quickly adapted to the city’s
lifestyle and rich musical heritage as I
began lecturing at two institutions, the
Lysenko Academy of Music and Ivan
Franko National University. Unlike UNH
classrooms, these campuses offered few
computers and no smart classrooms to
facilitate my teaching methodology. I was,
nonetheless, able to connect the necessary
video screens and audio equipment I generally employed to my laptop and approximate my UNH classroom.
Teaching the UNH course “The History
of Rock and Roll” to young Ukrainian students – who surprised me with their
English language skills – and faculty was
very rewarding. I was immediately
impressed by their knowledge and interest
in the topic and soon realized that my student base, essentially conservatory performance and composition majors, knew virtually every major American R & R musician including Elvis Presley, Chuck Berry,
Bill Haley and Jerry Lee Lewis, as well as
major bands and genres from the 60s
through the 90s. Like many UNH students,
these young musicians were conversant
with a plethora of current American rock
bands, clearly demonstrating the universality of this beloved American musical genre.
The students are, however, less aware of
the roles played by blues, gospel, spirituals
and jazz ensembles in the evolution of rock
and roll.
As the semester moved on, I suddenly
became engulfed in Ukraine’s dramatic
political struggle. Throughout the ensuing

weeks and cold winter months of unrest in
the capital city, pro-Ukrainian and pro-Russian activists (often paid protesters of
Russian origin) clashed, generating increasingly violent confrontations. Lviv, like other
Ukrainian cities and towns, had a large
stage and microphone in the city center that
was continually used by pro-Ukrainian politicians, artists, students and other inspired
citizens to unify the citizenry and reach the
outside world with their desperate pleas for
international assistance. People prayed,
sang, cried and beseeched all who would
listen to help them protect their homeland
and allow basic human rights to return, the
same values we cherish, defend and
demand in the United States.
In February, Ukraine’s President Viktor
Yanukovych, who was under pressure from
hundreds of thousands of Ukrainian protesters of all ethnic and religious backgrounds, ordered his Berkut (special police
of the Ukrainian militia) to gun down innocent civilians. Nearly 100 Ukrainian citizens were shot dead by snipers strategically placed around Kyiv’s Independence
Square. These individuals, who were primarily young, had attempted to defend
themselves with sticks, stones and Molotov
cocktails. At that point, the country was in
utter shock and disbelief. Just imagine an
American president ordering snipers to
shoot down American civilians.
This act subsequently led to Mr.
Yanukovych’s downfall and cowardly
escape into southern Russia. Upon his
departure, an interim government was
immediately formed, followed by a perma(Continued on page 12)

A question of culture and an entry on your bucket list
by Natalka Mason Gawdiak
When asked how they spent their summer, Ukrainian Americans, one finds, do
not lack for choices. Excellent festivals are
held by several Ukrainian organizations,
and various camps for children abound. For
those who have never made a summer visit
to the Ukrainian complex near Hunter, N.Y.,
they would do well to add it to their life’s
bucket list because it is a treasure of
Ukrainian culture.
What meaning does the phrase
“Ukrainian culture“ hold for us? A great way
to expose our children, grandchildren and
non-Ukrainian friends to Ukrainian culture
is to experience it in the Catskill mountains,
where the glory of Ukrainian culture on this
side of the Atlantic can be seen in architecture, fine art, folk art and chamber music.
The younger generation should learn
and be proud of the fact that Ukrainian
church architecture is world famous. St.
John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church,
built in the hamlet of Jewett, N.Y., in 1962,
is surely a stellar example that deserves
designation as a UNESCO World Heritage
site. No matter what one’s religious beliefs,
St. John’s is a sight not to be missed.
As an Irish American married to a
Ukrainian, I can unabashedly extol the
unique beauty of this place without being
accused of chauvinism. A pivotal aspect of
Ukraine’s ancient culture, the icon, may be
appreciated in its highest form in the works
of Petro Cholodny, the younger, at St. John’s.
Together with the fabulous carved wooden
iconostasis by Mykhailo Chereshnowsky,
they rival any I ever saw in our 15 visits

Artistic director pianist Volodymyr
Vynnytsky and artistic advisor cellist
Natalia Khoma.

Natalia Sonevytsky, who together with
her late husband, Ihor Sonevytsky, and
others, is one of the founding members of
the Music and Art Center of Greene
County, which was created in 1983.

over the years to Ukraine.
The church complex is an idyllic version
of the Hutsul region, one of Ukraine‘s most
picturesque: a cruciform wooden church
sitting on a hill against a tall forest. Next to
the church, a separate bell tower – another
marvel of wooden construction that is typical of Ukrainian church architecture. At the
base of the hill, a ceremonial wooden
“brama” (gate). Across the way, again in the
Hutsul style, the priest’s residence, and
completing the site – the large communal
cultural hall, the Grazhda. The interior
Grazhda walls are also graced with wood
carvings by Chereshnowsky. To have never
set eyes on these wondrous creations is
indeed a loss. As a Polish saying goes,

“Sometimes we don’t know what we have.”
Inside the Grazhda’s lovely walls, another beautiful cultural experience awaits
summer visitors – the Grazhda Art Exhibit
with art by Ukrainian and diasporan
Ukrainians (American and Canadian) held
for the benefit of St. John’s and organized
by Sophia Hewryk and iconographer Lydia
Piaseckyj from early July to Labor Day. This
exhibit is an excellent place to view and to
purchase Ukrainian and diasporan art. The
organizers welcome donations (or commission arrangements) of Ukrainian art
held in private homes or collections that
need to be downsized.
The church’s gift shop in the Grazhda,
staffed by Vera Gaidoch, Bohdanna Slyz and

Natalka Mason Gawdiak

Anna Bachynsky, director of the Singing
Camp at the Grazhda, before selections of
artwork from the summer art exhibit.
other dedicated volunteers, also offers visitors an impressive inventory of fine and
folk art objects, authentic embroidery and
the like.
On summer Sundays after the divine liturgy, celebrated by visiting pastor the Rev.
Stepan Popko of Ukraine, the Grazhda buffet offers an amazing variety of Ukrainian
traditional food, including the ever popular
blueberry varenyky. Thanks to Antonina
Lorch, Bohdana Tytla, Father Popko and
many other local volunteers, the buffet is
not only an important source of funding for
St. John’s, but one that creates a friendly,
hospitable atmosphere.
(Continued on page 18)
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Ukraine advocacy...
(Continued from page 1)

its democratic system of governance and
fend off Russian aggression. He was joined
on the floor by many members of the CUC,
including Rep. Bill Pascrell (D-N.J.).
“I was in Congressman Bill Pascrell’s
office, watching the floor of the House as
the resolution came up for a vote,” said
Tamara Olexy, president of the UCCA, as
well as one of the congressman’s constituents. “While I waited to meet with him, I
saw him speak. He was strong in his support of the resolution. It was exciting to
watch the resolution pass with a unanimous voice vote.”
Ukrainian Days participants met with
more than 20 members from the House of
Representatives, the Senate and staff during the day.
“It’s incredibly important for Ukrainian
Americans from across the country to meet
personally with members of Congress and
their staffs so that they realize how strongly
we feel about the need to defend Ukraine’s
democratic future,” said Lana Babij of
Manchester, Conn., representing the Ukrainian
National Women’s League of America.
During the evening, a congressional

Irene Jarosewich

Rep. Bill Pascrell (D-N.J.) addresses the rally in support of Ukraine as (to his left, from left) Ukrainian National Association
President Stefan Kaczaraj, Michael Sawkiw Jr., Ivana Lotoshynski, Lyubov Cheren and Maria Duplak look on.
reception was held in commemoration of
Ukraine’s 23rd anniversary of independence and featured a presentation of the
Friend of UNIS award to members of
Congress for their steadfast support for
Ukraine. Accepting their awards were: Rep.
Gerlach, for his leadership at the helm of
the CUC and his sponsorship of HR 5190,

the Ukrainian Security Assistance Act of
2014, as well as HR 726, which had passed
earlier in the day; and CUC member Rep.
Mike Quigley (D-Ill.), who initiated the
“Dear Colleague” letter to hold a joint session of Congress and invite President
Poroshenko to speak.
The next day, September 18, additional

participants joined the delegation of
Ukrainian Americans, many of whom had
been invited to sit in the chamber of the House
of Representatives as President Poroshenko
addressed the joint session of Congress.
“President Poroshenko’s address before
Congress was excellent, a home run,” said
Alex Kuzma of Hartford, Conn., who is
director of development for the Ukrainian
Catholic Education Foundation. “There is
enormous support for Ukraine in this
Congress, and his message that Ukraine is
on the front line of a global battle was
received with enthusiasm.”
Later in the day, hundreds of Ukrainian
Americans then gathered before the White
House to greet President Poroshenko as he
arrived for his meeting with President
Obama. Joining the rally was Rep. Pascrell,
who was also presented with a Friend of
UNIS award. Reading excerpts from
President Poroshenko’s speech, Rep.
Pascrell told those gathered that not only
will Russia’s occupation of Crimea not be
recognized, but it will be reversed.
After his meeting with President Obama
and a wreath-laying ceremony at Arlington
National Cemetery, President Poroshenko
joined the rally for about 15 minutes and
with an impassioned message. He thanked
the Ukrainian diaspora for its efforts to
bring him to Congress and the White
House. “Without you,” he said speaking to
the rally, “I am convinced that my trip here
would not have taken place. Thank you for
loving Ukraine as much as you do.”
Although not an official part of
Ukrainian Days, many participants of the
advocacy event had come to Washington
earlier and joined another event on Capitol
Hill the evening of September 16. “A Salute
to Ukraine” celebrated the 400th anniversary of the Kyiv Mohyla Academy and
included presentations by Viacheslav
Briukhovetsky, who revived the academy in
1991, Ukraine’s Minister of Education
Serhiy Kvit, former U.S. Ambassador to
Ukraine William Green Miller and several
members of the Congressional Ukrainian
Caucus, including Rep. Marcy Kaptur
(D-Ohio) and Rep. Sander Levin (D-Mich.).

Lukia Costello

Participants from New York, Peter Duda
(right), Andrij Dobriansky (center) of the
UCCA Executive Board and Valentyna
Bardakova participate in the Ukrainian
Day advocacy event on Capitol Hill.
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Poroshenko meets...
(Continued from page 1)

and is active now in other eastern parts of
Ukraine.
“I urge you not to let Ukraine stand alone
in the face of this aggression,” he said. “The
United States made a commitment that it
would stand behind Ukraine’s territorial
integrity – and we hope that it will live up
to that promise” made 20 years ago in the
Budapest Memorandum, when Ukraine
agreed to give up its nuclear arms.
President Poroshenko told the assembly
that the war in Ukraine today is not only
Ukraine’s war, but that of Europe, America
and entire free world. And the Ukrainian
soldiers fighting this war need not only
more political support, but more both nonlethal and lethal military equipment.
“Blankets and night-vision goggles are
important. But one cannot win a war with
blankets,” he said, adding that “just like
Israel, Ukraine has the right to defend her
territory.”
He called on the America to give Ukraine
a “special, non-aligned partner status” and
to apply additional economic sanctions
against Russia.
As for Crimea, the Ukrainian president
stressed that “there is no way, at no price,
and under no condition, that we will ever
put up with Crimea’s occupation.”
He added, however, that he will do his
“utmost to avoid a further escalation and
casualties” and that he is ready to discuss
anything “except one thing – Ukraine’s dismemberment.”
Ukraine needs a modern, non-corrupt government and a dynamic civil society, he said,
and for that it needs America’s assistance and
for Congress “to create a special fund to support investments of American companies in
Ukraine, and to help us with reforming our
economy and our justice system.”
“By supporting Ukraine, you support a

Yaro Bihun

While the Ukrainian and American presidents meet inside the White House, a large group of Ukrainian Americans demonstrates
support for Ukraine in front of the U.S. president’s residence.
new future for Europe and the entire free
world,” he said, pointing that the American
Revolutionary war motto “Live free or die!”
also reflects the spirit of the Maidan revolution and that of the Ukrainian soldiers today.
President Poroshenko’s address to the
joint session of Congress was greeted with
more than 10 standing ovations.
Before proceeding to the White House
for his meeting with President Obama, the
Ukrainian president had lunch with VicePresident Biden at his residence at the
Naval Observatory.
Following the hour-long meeting of the
two presidents at the White House, they
shared some of their views in a brief session
with representatives of the White House
and Ukrainian press in the Oval Office.
President Obama praised President
Poroshenko and the Ukrainian people and
their efforts to build a free and democratic
society and criticized “Russian aggression –
first in Crimea, and most recently in portions of eastern Ukraine – that have not
only violated the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of the country, but have also been
designed to undermine these critical

Yaro Bihun

Following his meeting with President Barack Obama and a press briefing inside the
White House, President Petro Poroshenko agrees to answer a few questions from
reporters standing outside the White House.

reform efforts that have been taking place
in Ukraine.”
The United States and its European partners “have applied some of the toughest
coordinated sanctions against Russia,” Mr.
Obama said, supporting Ukraine’s sovereignty and independence in not only in
words, but also in deeds. He noted that
Ukraine has received a billion-dollar loan
guarantee from the United States and “hundreds of millions of dollars” in assistance.
The White House that day announced a
new $53 million assistance package for
Ukraine – of which $46 million was for
security assistance – in addition to the
$238 million in aid already provided to
Ukraine this year.
President Obama praised President
Poroshenko for brokering a ceasefire in the
eastern regions. And he said the United
States is ready to support Ukraine in its
negotiations with Russia.
“You have a strong friend not only in me
personally, but I think, as you saw in
Congress today, you have strong bipartisan
support here in the United States. And the
people of America stand with the people of

Ukraine,” he said.
Mr. Poroshenko said he was impressed
by the level of bipartisan support of
Ukraine demonstrated in Congress and can
feel “how personally President Obama is
deeply involved in the process of protecting
freedom and democracy in Ukraine and the
way in how the situation developed.”
President Poroshenko said that his most
important message is that the top priority
for him, for the Ukrainian people, for the
American president and for the American
people is attaining peace in eastern Ukraine,
which includes a ceasefire, dialogue, Russian
troop withdrawal, a secure border with
Russia and the release of hostages.
While the two presidents were meeting
inside the White House, a large group of
Ukrainian Americans, with Ukrainian and
American flags in hand, were demonstrating
on the street in front of the White House.
President Poroshenko concluded his
Washington visit with a visit to Arlington
National Cemetery and afterwards to the
Atlantic Council, a prominent non-governmental organization, where he was presented with its “Global Citizen Award.”

Oksana Lodziuk Krywulych

Cameras snap away as President Petro Poroshenko and his entourage stop by the
demonstration in support of Ukraine held across the street from the White House.

Library of Congress

Official Website of Ukraine’s President

First Lady Maryna Poroshenko and other guests, including representatives of the
Ukrainian community in the United States, in the House chamber during the
Ukrainian president’s address to the joint session of Congress.

First Lady Maryna Poroshenko paid a visit to the Library of Congress, where she had
a VIP tour and a viewing of rare Ukrainian books from the library’s collections, some
originating from the library of the first Ukrainian Diplomatic Mission in Washington
(circa 1919-1920). Above (from left) Natalia Terletska, Dr. Poroshenko and Natalia
Jagannathan peruse the rare books.
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recent hours from Russian-backed separatists and no firing from Russian territory. He
said the rebels had also begun their withdrawal of heavy artillery, although it was
“not as massive as we expected.”
Representatives of Ukraine and the proRussian separatists agreed on September
19 to pull artillery and other heavy equipment 15 kilometers back on either side of
their battle-line to create a buffer zone. The
September 19 agreement built on a
September 5 ceasefire deal that also called
for prisoner exchanges and other steps to
end the conflict in eastern Ukraine, which
has killed more than 3,000 people in eastern Ukraine since April. The ceasefire has
been marred by numerous violations, but
President Petro Poroshenko said on
September 21 that the conflict in eastern
Ukraine cannot be solved militarily. “The
more Ukrainian army battalions or brigades are brought up, the more troops
there are from the Russian Federation,” Mr.
Poroshenko said in a question-and-answer
session with Ukrainian journalists. He also
said Ukraine had lost 65 percent of its military hardware on the front lines during
fighting in the Donetsk and Luhansk
regions. (RFE/RL, with reporting by
Reuters and Interfax)
Ceasefire in east is violated

KYIV – Kyiv says sporadic fighting has
occurred between Ukrainian forces and proRussian separatists in eastern Ukraine
despite a ceasefire agreement. Ukraine’s
National Security and Defense Council said
on September 24 that eight soldiers were
wounded over the past 24 hours. Council
spokesman Andriy Lysenko said rebels kept

provoking government troops into returning fire. A residential building in the rebelheld city of Donetsk was reportedly damaged by shelling. Rebels were quoted as saying two people were killed in the attack. The
claim could not be independently confirmed. NATO spokesman Jay Janzen said on
September 24 that the alliance has observed
a significant withdrawal of Russian forces
from inside Ukraine but that many Russian
troops remain stationed near the border. He
said pro-Russian separatists control several
border crossings, which allows the routine
back-and-forth movement of troops across
the border. (RFE/RL, with reporting by the
Associated Press, Deutsche Presse-Agentur,
Reuters and Interfax)

Crimean Tatar scholar attacked

SYMFEROPOL – A Crimean Tatar scholar
says masked assailants dragged him from
his car and took his passport in an attack
meant to prevent him from attending a
United Nations conference in New York.
The attack on Nadir Bekir late on
September 18 came hours after Russian
authorities moved to seize the Crimean
Tatar assembly, the Mejlis, piling pressure
on the Turkic-speaking Muslim minority
group that largely opposed Moscow’s
annexation of the Black Sea peninsula from
Ukraine. On September 19, the main
Crimean Tatar library in Symferopol
announced that it is being shut down in
accordance with an August government
resolution to replace libraries on the peninsula with Russian state entities. Mr. Bekir,
an expert on indigenous peoples, told RFE/
RL he was attacked on his way from
Symferopol to the city of Dzhankoi, where
he planned to board a train for Kyiv and
then fly to New York. He said a white minibus abruptly blocked his car on the highway. Four masked men emerged, pulled
him from his car, forced him to the ground,
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and took his Ukrainian passport and
mobile phone. He said one of the attackers
opened his passport and told the others:
“Yes, that ‘s him!” He believes the attack
was meant to prevent him from participating in the September 22-23 U.N. World
Conference on Indigenous Peoples. (RFE/
RL Tatar-Bashkir Service and RFE/RL
Ukrainian Service)
Aksyonov: Mejlis does not exist

SYMFEROPOL – Crimea’s Russianbacked leader, Sergei Aksyonov, says the
self-governing body of the peninsula’s
Crimean Tatar community, the Mejlis, does
not exist. Mr. Aksyonov’s remarks came
days after law enforcement authorities
seized the Mejlis building in the regional
capital, Symferopol, increasing pressure on
a minority group that largely opposed
Russia’s annexation of Crimea from
Ukraine in March. In an interview published in the Russian daily Kommersant on
September 22, Mr. Aksyonov said “there is
no such organization as the Mejlis.” He said
the assembly “has never been properly registered.” Mr. Aksyonov said he would “expel
from Crimea anyone who incites ethnic
hatred.” Two Crimean Tatar leaders have
been barred from the peninsula since its
annexation on the grounds that their activities incite ethnic hatred. A court hearing on
a Crimean Tatar appeal against the
impoundment of the Mejlis is set for
September 29. (RFE/RL)
Germans to sue Ukraine over MH17

PRAGUE – A German lawyer plans to sue
Ukraine for negligence for the July 17
downing of Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 over
separatist-controlled eastern Ukraine.
Elmar Giemulla, a specialist in aviation law,
says he also may also sue Russia. Mr.
Giemulla said the lawsuit would be filed at

A Fulbrighter...
(Continued from page 8)

nent government and the election of the
new and current president, Petro
Poroshenko.
During these bloody times, schools and
universities, along with government institutions, were closed as students continued
to join protests mainly in Kyiv and grieve
for the slain. I found myself practicing
piano by day and volunteering or attending
fund-raising events or memorials for victims during the evening, including memorials for a murdered father of three, a funeral
for a young man who was gunned down in
Kyiv and whose fiancée could only weep in
despair, and a fund-raiser for a young man
who desperately needed surgery to amputate his arm, which was destroyed by a grenade thrown at him by the Berkut. A Polish
hospital subsequently performed the procedure gratis, and donations from Lviv’s
citizens allowed for a second surgery to
attach a prosthetic arm.
During these extreme times, music
played a unifying and supportive role for
the Ukrainian people with concerts, often
spontaneous. The musical atmosphere in
Lviv and all over Ukraine was outstanding
even during these hard months with daily
concerts of an eclectic musical mix bringing
people together. The music boosted the
morale of Ukrainians and continued to give
them strength.
Ukrainians want to have the same freedoms we cherish in our daily lives and will
continue to oppose Russian efforts at intrusion, annexation and control. I, myself,
quickly realized that most of the original
aspirations and plans that I had formulated
prior to arriving in Ukraine were now
moot. I had changed, as had the people and
institutions that now surrounded me. As

No. 39
the European Court of Human Rights in the
coming weeks on behalf of three German
families who lost relatives in the tragedy.
He argued that Kyiv was negligent even if
pro-Russian separatists or Russian troops
shot down the plane, as Kyiv has claimed.
That, he said, was because aviation law
requires a government to close its airspace
if it cannot guarantee the security of planes
flying through it. Mr. Giemulla reportedly
was planning to seek compensation payments of 1 million euros ($1.3 million U.S.),
for each passenger killed. He said other relatives of victims can join the lawsuit. (RFE/
RL, based on reporting by the Associated
Press, Reuters and Agence France-Presse)

German company offers reward

PRAGUE – A German company is offering $30 million for information and evidence about who shot down Malaysia
Airlines Flight 17 over Ukraine in July. The
fraud investigation company Wifka said in
a statement posted on its website an anonymous “client” was putting up the reward
money and promising “to give the whistleblower a new identity.” Among the questions Wifka said it wants to know are “who
shot down MH17 on July 17? Who gave the
order? Who covers up the shoot down?
Who was directly involved? What happened to the people that were involved in
the shoot down?” The Wifka statement
noted all 298 people aboard the plane died
and despite pledges from governments and
international organizations “to clarify the
circumstances of the crash and present evidence for what happened… none of this has
been done.” (RFE/RL)
OSCE opens election observation mission

KYIV – The Office for Democratic
Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) of
(Continued on page 13)

classes were generally canceled, my daily
life focused on supporting those I came to
know, including an ethnic Russian family
who had fled Crimea fearful of living under
Russian control.
We Americans know only too well what
freedom means and at what cost it is
achieved and sustained. Ukraine has had a
long and troubled history. Since its independence in 1991, Ukraine’s difficult road
to true independence and freedom may
finally be nearing realization as it faces its
current and perhaps final challenge: an
invasion by Russian forces. The people of
Ukraine remain brave, resolute and cautiously optimistic.
In 1994, the United States, the United
Kingdom and the Russian Federation all
signed the Budapest Memorandum on
security assurances after Ukraine had
agreed to dismantle its nuclear arsenal. In
signing this pact, Ukraine was explicitly
guaranteed territorial and political sovereignty. My hope is that the United States of
America – my country – will recognize that
Ukraine, an American ally, has been
attacked and needs help to face one of the
world’s leading aggressors.
I will be returning to Ukraine in
September, to continue my Fulbright. This
time I will be conducting research on
Ukrainian folk music and will be spending
a good portion of my time in the
Carpathian Mountains. My goal is to document the origins and impact of Ukrainian
ethnic music. Once I have completed my
work, I will return to the U.S. and my position at UNH. I have no doubt that the
Ukrainian people will remain steadfast and
continue to fight to sustain their heritage,
their land and their freedom.

Victor Markiw is the author of “The Life
and Solo Piano Works of the Ukrainian
Composer Myroslav Skoryk.”
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the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) on
September 19 formally opened an election
observation mission for the October 26
early parliamentary elections in Ukraine.
The mission’s deployment follows an invitation from the Ukrainian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. The mission is led by Tana
de Zulueta and consists of 16 experts
based in Kyiv and 80 long-term observers
to be deployed across the country. In addition, ODIHR will request 600 short-term
observers to monitor election day proceedings. The mission will assess the
entire election process for compliance
with OSCE commitments and other international standards for democratic elec-

tions, as well as with national legislation.
Observers will monitor the legislative
framework and its implementation, the
work of the election administration and
relevant government bodies, campaign
activities, media coverage and the resolution of election disputes. On election day,
observers will monitor the opening of polling stations, voting, the counting of ballots
and the tabulation of results at all levels.
For election day, the OSCE/ODIHR election
observation mission will join efforts with
delegations from the OSCE Parliamentary
Assembly and other parliamentary partners. The day after the elections, the mission will issue a statement of preliminary
findings and conclusions. A final report on
the observation of the entire electoral process will be issued approximately two
months after the end of the electoral process. (OSCE)

Poroshenko in Canadian...
(Continued from page 5)

Once again I thank you, Mr. Prime Minister, and your
government, the Opposition, Canadian parliamentarians
and senators, all Canadians and fellow Ukrainians for
standing tall and making your voice heard. For helping
financially, with technical assistance and non-lethal military aid, for supporting us at the international fora such the
U.N. or NATO or the G-7.
I would like to use this great opportunity to thank all
Canadian parliamentarians for their continuous support of
Ukraine. I would like to especially thank you for the emergency debates in this House of Commons during critical
periods of the Maidan Revolution of Human Dignity. We
heard your voice, and it was important for us. It is also due
to your support that we have won. Thank you for that.
I would like to express gratefulness for the work of the
House of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee on Ukraine,
for the election observation mission which helped ensure
that the will of the Ukrainian people was respected. Five
hundred observers were the biggest mission during our
elections. It confirmed that the elections were transparent
and fair. You helped us establish a new government in
Ukraine. Thank you. We are expecting your mission on
October 26 at parliamentary elections in Ukraine for we
want to show that they will also be fair and transparent.
Thank you for many visits by parliamentarians and ministers, and for your visit to inauguration, Mr. Prime
Minister. Canada was one of the first countries to recognize
Ukraine’s independence. You also promptly recognized the
results of the presidential elections and it was important
for us. You are always with us at the most critical junctures.
Also I would like to thank Minister of Foreign Affairs
John Baird for his support of Ukraine during Maidan.
I have a long list of sincere gratitude. I really feel your
support. I am confident that we will have peace, we will
stop the war with the assistance of the whole world. We
will do everything for the world to be united. Canada helps
us, it shows that it is with Ukraine. Thank you!
Without this support provided by the government of
Canada, by all parliamentarians and by the Ukrainian
Canadian community under the leadership of the
Ukrainian Canadian Congress, it would be much harder for
Ukraine to face the challenges of today.
No other leader or nation, no one, I mean it, with the possible exception of Poland was so straightforward and earnest when sending the signal across to Russians and the rest
of the world that fighting a nation which is trying to chart its
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Turning...

(Continued from page 6)

class consciousness awakened with the
Ukrainian oligarchy, which understood:
when integrated with Russia, it cannot
compete with more powerful Russian capital. The result was a direct course of
Ukraine toward the Association Agreement
with the EU, including a free trade zone.”
Russia’s political elite, Mr. Delyagin said,
had realized late in the game that Ukraine
had chosen the European vector and that
the Customs Union would be incomplete
without Ukraine. “[Zbigniew] Brzezinski
wrote that the without Ukraine, even a
strong Russia is no more than a regional
state and with Ukraine, even weak Russia is
the state of the world level,” Mr. Delyagin
noted.

own path is just conceptually wrong. That arming rebels
with advanced antiaircraft systems, providing them with
operators, intelligence and flight data is wrong. Those who
were equipped, trained and financed by Russia executed a
terrorist attack shooting down the civilian MH17 flight killing 298 innocent lives of nationals of Netherlands, Malaysia,
Australia and others. One Canadian was killed as well.
I think that war in the East of Ukraine is war against terrorism. It is our common war. I am confident of that.
With your support, with the support of global community, we will win this struggle. And we will fulfill the dreams
of many Ukrainians in our homeland and across the world
– Ukraine will be a strong, independent European nation.
Yesterday was one of the most important days in the history of Ukraine. The Verkhovna Rada ratified the UkraineEU Association Agreement. When I was in the Parliament
yesterday, it was the last good-bye from Ukraine to the
Soviet Union. It was the last Rubicon that we had to cross.
We will never return to our awful past.
I am confident that our values, our freedom, our democracy, our European future and prospects of participation in
various international organizations can be achieved. For
Ukrainians passed one of the most difficult tests. We paid
the highest price for the desire to be a European country.
That’s why we will defend our independence and freedom.
We want to become a fully-fledged member of the EU.
This happened simultaneously with the ratification at the
European Parliament and broadcast in the two parliaments.
Implementation of the agreement will not only harmonize Ukraine’s trade and customs rules with the EU standards, it will help my country draw closer to democratic
norms and market-oriented economy.
At the NATO Wales Summit I’ve declared my country’s
desire to move closer with NATO and become the closest
non-NATO ally. I hope you will support this. All Allies
strongly condemn Russia’s aggression in Ukraine, illegal
annexation of Crimea and stand ready to support the territorial integrity and sovereignty of Ukraine within internationally recognized borders.
I am thankful to Canada; your country was one of the
soundest supporters of Ukraine at that summit and committed to provide $1 million to the NATO Trust Fund. It will
help Ukraine build up its command, control, communications and computer capabilities.
Dear friends, let’s look beyond the crisis and war. Let’s
think how we enhance the Special Partnership between
Ukraine and Canada.
I am convinced that we need to pay more attention to
the bilateral cooperation in such spheres as energy, trade,
investments, information and air-space technologies.
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Mr. Delyagin highlighted his concern
that the Russian policy of placing pressure
on Ukraine may lead to even more serious
consequences for Moscow: a conflict of
Ukraine’s authorities with Russia plays into
the hands of the opposition. Therefore,
such forces could come to power that will
jeopardize “the Kharkiv agreements on
Sevastopol, the unity of the Orthodox
Church and the extremely important for
both countries cooperation between lawenforcement structures.”
As the Russian-manufactured crisis
unfolded, Mr. Delyagin said that he did not
rule out that Ukraine could then change its
non-aligned status and resume negotiations about NATO accession.
Source: “Russian economist notes strategic failure,” Ukrinform, The Ukrainian
Weekly, October 6, 2013.

In cooperation with Canada we hope to accomplish an
ambitious project of consolidating Ukraine’s informational
space. By launching the telecommunication satellite built
by Canadian company MDA, we will be finally able to provide all our regions with reliable and trustworthy information, as well as to export telecommunication services.
There should be more projects like this.
I hope that both negotiating teams translated our firm
signal, the prime minister’s and mine, and next time we see
each other we will have the Ukraine-Canada Free Trade
Agreement ready to sign.
Having said that, I can’t help but mention one particular
program that played a significant role in enhancing our
people-to-people contacts: I am talking about the CanadaUkraine Parliamentary Program (CUPP).
During the years of independence CUPP has hosted over a
thousand of students from Ukraine who were able to work as
interns right here at the Canadian Parliament. This program
has given birth to some sparkling stars in the Ukrainian social
and political universe. Some of the CUPP graduates take high
positions in our government; some of them are leaders of
Ukrainian civil society and the business community.
I thank the Canadian Parliament and the Ukrainian diaspora for helping us breed a new generation of Ukrainian
leaders.
Mr. Prime Minister,
I remember you mentioning that Canada is probably the
most Ukrainian nation outside Ukraine itself. This is true. Let
me reciprocate. There are great European nations, which
stood at the source of foundation of modern Canada. Canada
has friends all over the globe, and the closest one next to it.
However, I doubt that you will find another nation, which
could tell, so sincerely, what I am about to tell you. Ukraine is
probably the most Canadian nation after Canada itself.
I had this feeling today at the meeting with a lot of
Canadians. Thank you for that.
Let me refer to Winston’s Churchill’s words who truly
loved your country and visited it seven times from 1900 to
1954. We recall him as brave leader who confronted Nazi
aggression with courage. In summer 1929 he wrote from
Canada to his wife: “Darling, I am greatly attracted to this
country… I am profoundly touched and I intend to devote
my strength to interpreting Canada to our people”.
These words resemble my feelings today. I won’t write
these words to my wife, since she is here with me today. I
will simply tell her this.
And again, please let me quote Churchill once again: “I
love coming to Canada. God bless your country.”
Thank you! Merci! Дякую!
And Glory to Ukraine!
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Poroshenko in U.S. ...
(Continued from page 5)

Hundred.” We revere them as true national
heroes. We applaud their heroism!
Ladies and Gentlemen,
In February, when the world saw that no
one could take away Ukraine’s freedom –
an external aggressor decided to take away
a part of Ukraine’s territory. The annexation of Crimea became one of the most cynical acts of treachery in modern history.
Ukraine, which gave up the world’s
third-largest nuclear potential in exchange
for security assurances, was stabbed in the
back by one of the countries who gave her
those assurances.
Allow me to remind you: 20 years ago, in
the Budapest Memorandum, Russia (along
with the United States, the United
Kingdom, France and China) vowed to provide for the inviolability of Ukraine’s state
borders and territorial sovereignty. In reality, what we got from Russia was annexation
and a war that has brought Ukraine to the
brink of its survival.
The Soviet Union had collapsed too
quickly, creating the illusion that this chapter in history was closed, and that this story
had come to the end.
But in the minds of the people, it has not
ended. The imperialistic mindset is still
there. Nostalgia for the Soviet Union and
the dismissal of the settlement that ended
the Cold War has been cultivating revisionist instincts.
In 2008, Russian troops occupied
Abkhazia and South Ossetia. Now they have
invaded Ukraine. The right to protect ethnic
Russians, and even Russian speakers, can
and already has become a reason to fan the
flames of war. Besides Ukraine, Russian
speakers reside in Moldova, Georgia,

Kazakhstan, the Baltic states, Poland,
Romania, Bulgaria.
Moldova, Georgia, Ukraine – what happens next?
Many things, including the effectiveness
of the global non-proliferation system, will
be put to a severe test and judged depending on the response of America, and the
world, to that question.
Even NATO allies are at risk. As if to
underline this point, two days after
President Barack Obama’s visit to Estonia,
the day the NATO summit ended, an
Estonian intelligence officer was abducted
and accused of espionage.
The security assurances that were
extended to Ukraine then have failed to
work, proving that no agreements or treaties can secure world order.
So, what can bring peace and maintain
it? Common values, cooperation and interdependence; leadership and responsibility.
Therefore, I urge you not to let Ukraine
stand alone in the face of this aggression.
The United States made a commitment that
it would stand behind Ukraine’s territorial
integrity – and we hope that it will live up
to that promise.
Democracies must support each other.
They must show solidarity in the face of
aggression and adversity. Otherwise, they
will be eliminated – one by one. The
aggression against Ukraine has become one
of the worst setbacks for the cause of
democracy in the world in years.
With just one move, the world has been
thrown back in time – to a reality of territorial claims, zones of influence, criminal
aggression and annexations. Within two
weeks Crimea was invaded and annexed.
Ukraine was not prepared to face the
enemy. The consequences were devastating.
The post-war international system of
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checks and balances was effectively ruined.
The world was plunged into the worst
security crisis since the U.S.-USSR stand-off
of 1962.
Today, we are witnessing another
attempt at dividing the world, and Ukraine
stands at the center of this attempt.
The outcome of today’s war will determine whether we will be forced to accept
the reality of a dark, torn and bitter Europe
as part of a new world order.
This Ukrainian army, these young boys
(underequipped and often unappreciated
by the world) are the only thing that now
stands between the reality of peaceful
coexistence and the nightmare of a full
relapse into the previous century and a
new cold war.
And should that happen, then this would
neither be the end of it, nor the worst of it.
The war that these young men are fighting today is not only Ukraine’s war. It is
Europe’s, and it is America’s war, too. It is a
war of the free world – and for a free world!
Today, aggression against Ukraine is a
threat to global security everywhere.
Hybrid proxy wars, terrorism, national radical and extremist movements, the erosion
of international agreements, the blurring,
and even erasing, of national identities – all
of these threats now challenge Europe. If
they are not stopped now, they will cross
European borders and spread throughout
the globe.
To prevent this, thousands of Ukrainian
soldiers are in the line of fire right now.
Speaking in the United States Congress,
from this high beacon of freedom, I want to
thank them for their sacrifice! I urge the
world to recognize and endorse their fight!
They need more political support!
And they need more military equipment
– both non-lethal and lethal. Blankets and
night-vision goggles are important. But one
cannot win a war with blankets!
I thank all those in America who realize
and appreciate the historic importance of
this fight.
Just like Israel, Ukraine has the right to
defend her territory – and it will do so, with
all the courage of her heart and dedication
of her soul!
I urge America to help us, and to rise and
be equal to its natural and manifest role – I
urge America to lead the way!
Ukraine has always had a special bond
with the United States. Today, Ukraine is
taking shape as America’s natural and consequential partner in the region. This partnership is not circumstantial. It has not
come about because we find ourselves “in
the same boat.” It came about because, in
the moment of existential crisis, Ukraine’s
choice was the same as America’s: freedom,
democracy and the rule of law.
In a time of Europe’s skepticism and
Russia’s open, unprovoked hostility,
Ukrainian citizens have been ready to give
their lives to see Ukraine democratic and
free.
Circumstantial “boats” can change. The
nature of a people cannot. It is in the nature
of the Ukrainian people to tolerate no dictators and to strive for their freedom – no
matter what.
Given today’s situation, Ukraine’s
democracy will have to rely on a strong
army. In the upcoming years, building a
strong military will be another existential
test for Ukrainian democracy.
I see it as my utmost duty to rectify the
damage done to the Ukrainian military and
to give Ukraine a strong, modern army that
we can be proud of. With this in mind, I
strongly encourage the United States to
give Ukraine special, non-allied partner status.
I also ask that the United States be forceful and stand by its principles with respect
to further sanctions against the aggressor.
Economic sanctions are important for
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many reasons. They help to distinguish
between good and evil. They help us
defend and stand the moral high ground
and not to sink into indifference disguised
as pragmatism.
I understand that the wars of the last
decade have taken a heavy toll on the economy of the West. I understand that
American citizens and taxpayers want
peace, not war. So do Ukrainian citizens and
taxpayers.
However, there are moments in history
whose importance cannot be measured
solely in percentages of GDP growth.
Ukraine’s war is the only war of the last
decade that is purely about values.
One nation decided to be free and democratic. Another nation decided to punish
her for this. The world simply cannot allow
this kind of behavior!
“Values come first” – this is the truth the
West would remind Ukraine of over the last
years. Now it is Ukraine’s turn to remind
the West of this truth!
Allow me to also say this: there is no
way, at no price and under no condition
that we will ever put up with Crimea’s
occupation.
Ending the occupation and annulling the
annexation is not only an integral precondition to a full normalization of relations
between Ukraine and Russia. It is also an
integral precondition to Crimea’s prosperity and modernization.
Until this precondition is fulfilled, I urge
America and the world to stand united in
sending a signal to the aggressors of today
and of the future that the policy and practice of annexation will never be tolerated.
Clearly I am not talking about a military
solution of the Crimean problem.
This will be a dilemma for many years; a
choice between two ways of life and two
political, economic and social systems. But I
have no doubt that in the long run the system that offers the greater freedom will
prevail. It always does!
Ladies and Gentlemen,
The last half-year has been a time of ultimate challenge for millions of Ukrainians. It
was a time of heroism and sacrifice. To
many – it became the ultimate sacrifice.
Let me share with you two human stories that illustrate my point.
On March 3, when the occupation of
Crimea just started, there was one man in
the Crimean city of Symferopol who did the
unthinkable. When millions felt paralyzed
and stunned at what was unfolding before
their eyes, Reshat Ametov, a 39-year-old
father of three, decided not to be silent.
This brave son of the Crimean Tatar people
went on a one-man protest in front of the
occupied City Hall. He did nothing more
than hold a sheet of paper that said “No to
occupation!”
A group of unknown people arrested
him and transported him away – in plain
sight of dozens of witnesses and in front of
TV cameras. Two weeks later he was found
tortured and executed – mafia-style. Just
the thought of this man’s final tormented
minutes sends chills down my spine.
I ask myself: What made this hero do
what he did? And I can find no other
answer than: He did it for freedom, so that
his children would not face slavery like that
of a neo-Stalinist dictatorship.
I am convinced that years from now,
when Crimea’s occupation will belong to
the past, the Crimean people will think
about what he did and salute his braveness
– just like I do now!
Ukraine will always stand together with
the Crimean Tatar people, whose language,
rights and culture are being trampled upon
right now – as they were many years ago
under Soviet rule. I urge America and the
world not to be silent about these crimes. It
(Continued on page 18)
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Ukraine qualifies for 2014 FIBA Cup
A loss to Slovenia in the fifth-place game did not take the
luster off the Ukrainian national basketball team’s achievement at Euro Basket 2013. Ukraine made history, shocking
Italy 66-58 in its next-to-last game of the tournament. The
victory secured Ukraine’s first ever participation in the
2014 FIBA Basketball World Cup. Eugene “Pooh” Jeter’s 20
points and a stifling defensive effort lifted Ukraine over
Italy in a consolation game.
Ukraine won despite shooting only 39.3 percent from
the field. The defensive effort held Italy to a woeful 31.8
percent shooting mark. Jeter was the only Ukrainian player
to reach double figures in scoring. He was the team’s top
performer, averaging 13.5 points (10th best), 4.1 assists
and 0.9 steals in 11 games. Ukraine finished 6-5 in the 38th
edition of the FIBA Euro Basket Championship. Twentyfour nations participated in the tournament – the top six
teams from Euro Basket 2013 and host Spain qualified for
the 2014 FIBA World Cup.

Gladyr a team leader

Basketball player Sergii Gladyr is the type of person
who, rather than stress over a wasted opportunity, works
hard to be prepared when the next one comes along. When
the 24-year-old shooting guard hit the floor for his first
ever Euro Basket game on September 4, 2013, he checked
off a major item on his career to-do list.
It took many rounds of qualification games over the last
year until his goal became reality. Gladyr missed out on
Euro Basket 2011, Ukraine’s first participation in the event
in six years, due to injury. This year he ended up the team’s
second top scorer (12.0 points per game) and emerged as
a leader within the youthful Ukrainian squad.
The leadership role came out naturally after his experience playing high-level games in Spain against strong
European club teams. His 34 percent accuracy from threepoint range are offset with an ability to put the ball on the
floor and drive to the basket through traffic, often finishing
with a power dunk.

Fratello gives Ukraine identity

It is fair to say most basketball fans don’t know the
names of Olexandr Mishula, Kyryl Natyazhko or Maxym
Korniyenko. Not to worry, Ukrainian basketball fans,
because national team coach Mike Fratello has given
Ukraine an identity, especially looking forward to Euro
Basket 2015 in their own country.
The diminutive and experienced ex-NBA coach and television analyst with a large coaching staff has already successfully imparted his philosophies and instructions to the
national team. The on-court catalyst for the team’s run has

Data for political...
(Continued from page 7)

that it was losing the support of a traditionally Republican
constituency and was at risk of losing the next election.
The Center for Demographic and Socioeconomic
Research on Ukrainians in the U.S., at the Shevchenko
Scientific Society in New York, has prepared some data that
provide a useful tool for a more effective lobbying of midterm candidates and current senators and representatives.
Using official U.S. government data, we estimated the total
number of potential voters by state, and the number of
potential voters among persons of Ukrainian ancestry and
most Eastern Europeans (for obvious reasons Russians are
not included).
Potential Ukrainian voters represent only 0.3 percent of
all voters – 673,000 out of 212.7 million – but in some
states their relative numbers are much higher. In
Pennsylvania they represent 1 percent of all voters and
between 0.8 percent and 0.9 percent in New Jersey, New
York and North Dakota. In absolute numbers we have:
50,000 in New Jersey, 99,000 in New York, 82,000 in
Pennsylvania and 3,000 in North Dakota.
The situation changes significantly if we take into
account the voting potential of most Eastern European
groups in the U.S. They represent 5.6 percent of the total
U.S. electorate, i.e., 12 million out 212.7 million for the
whole U.S. In six states – Connecticut, Illinois, Michigan,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin – they represent
more than 10 percent of the total U.S. electorate, and we
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been naturalized point guard Pooh Jeter, who grew up
watching Fratello on television in the United States – both
as a coach and TV commentator.
Jeter fully appreciates the instruction he receives from
Fratello, who ranks 18th all-time in NBA regular season
wins (667) and games coached (1,215). After all, he
coached point guards named Mark Price, Terrell Brandon
and Doc Rivers, an impressive trio of NBA stars in their
day.
A national team with little talent, no developmental plan
and zero identity has come a long way in the past year.
Coach Fratello did not solely prepare his team for Euro
Basket 2014 – he is trying to build for the long term. His
large staff of assistants helps him in translation for more
effective communication, in individual technique training
and in developing a youth program for the future.
Instruction includes ball-handling, passing, shooting, plus
offensive and defensive strategies.
The hope is Ukraine’s national team, known more for its
coach than anything else these days, will develop a strong
basketball identity for Euro Basket 2015.

Furyk makes history with 59

Jim Furyk has won 16 times on the PGA Tour, including
a major title. His 59 on the second day of the BMW
Championship, however, just might end up being his
career-defining moment. Furyk birdied two of his final
three holes on September 13, 2013, to become the sixth
player in PGA Tour history to shoot a 59. Needing a birdie
on the par-4 ninth hole at Conway Farms, his wedge shot
stopped a yard shy of the flag. He finished the job calmly
knocking in the 3-foot putt.
It was another day to remember in the Chicago suburbs,
not far from where he won his lone major at the U.S. Open
in 2003. His card included an eagle after Furyk holed out
with a 9-iron. When he made his final putt, he repeatedly
pumped his fist, acknowledged a cheering gallery and
hugged caddie Mike Cowan. The fun moment was akin to
winning a tournament. The next best score in the second
round was a 65.
This time, for a change, all ended well at the end. Furyk
has been haunted the last two years with a bogey on the
16th hole which cost him a shot at the 2012 U.S. Open, a
double bogey at Firestone last year that kept him from
winning a World Golf Championship, a bogey-bogey finish
in the Ryder Cup to lose an important match to Sergio
Garcia last year in Chicago, and a one-shot-lead he failed to
hold in July’s PGA Championship.
Compounding his run of poor finishes was the fact he
was left off the U.S. team for the first time in 15 years when
Presidents Cup captain Fred Couples did not make him a
wild card selection. On September 13, 2013, Furyk gave
should add Ohio with 9 percent. This means that a wellorganized, coordinated action could have a significant
impact in the November elections, especially given the
Republicans’ expectation of gaining control of the Senate
and the Democrats’ efforts to prevent this from happening.
Numbers of potential voters at the state level are especially useful for senatorial elections. Unfortunately there is
no data available for Congressional Districts by ancestry,
but we have data on potential voters by ancestry by
PUMAs (areas with approximately 100,000 population).
For example, the map for New Jersey shows the distribution of potential Ukrainian voters in the state and gives
some idea of potential voters in various Congressional
Districts. Similar maps can be constructed for any state.
Armed with these numbers, politically active individuals
and community organizations can approach candidates
from both parties and point out that these are official U.S.
government numbers from the Bureau of the Census, not
politically made-up numbers. In some states numbers are
large enough to catch the candidate’s attention. For example, 50,000 potential Ukrainian voters out of 5.8 million in
New Jersey is nothing to sneeze about. If efforts are made
to coordinate this action with other Eastern European
communities, we are talking about 640,000 potential voters in New Jersey – a voting bloc that is hard to ignore.
These are maximal figures and a few caveats are in
order. First, this is the number of persons who declared a
specific ancestry and, as it was possible to declare one or
two ancestries, there is some overlap among the different
ethnic groups. For example, a person who declared
Ukrainian as his/her first ancestry and Polish as a second
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Couples 59 reasons to reconsider.
He signed and dated his glove with “59” for the World
Golf Hall of Fame. He signed his leftover golf balls for volunteers helping his group. The ball that went in on the final
ninth hole he put in his pocket as a special keepsake. Furyk
battled less than ideal weather conditions that day, with
winds blowing 20 mph from the north. Nobody in the golf
world saw that 59 coming.

Dolgopolov on track for top-10 spot

In the men’s professional tennis world there are three
top storylines thus far in 2014: the resurgence of Roger
Federer, the physical and mental state of Andy Murray’s
game and the consistently high level of play from
Ukrainian Alexandr Dolgopolov. Let’s focus on why the last
story is the most newsworthy.
The 25-year-old notched a huge win at this year’s Sony
Open in Miami an ATP Masters 1000 tournament, defeating reigning Australian Open champion Stanislas
Wawrinka in three sets, and advancing to the quarterfinals
(he lost to Tomas Berdych).
This was Dolgopolov’s sixth victory over a player in the
top-20 in his past four tournaments, including an unbelievable win over world No. 1 Rafael Nadal at the previous
Masters 1000 tournament in Indian Wells, where “Dolgy”
reached the semi-finals.
As these quality wins continue, Dolgopolov’s confidence
continues to grow. The question ahead of him: Can he sustain this strong momentum and finally achieve a spot in
the top 10 of the ATP World Tour rankings?
Examining the young Ukrainian from the standpoint of
talent, all major indicators show he does possess the ability to meet a top-10 world ranking. He is one of the more
versatile players in the men’s game, able to keep his opponents off-balance with a deft mix of different spins and
angles. Just when his foe on the other side of the net is getting lulled into a nuanced game of back-and-forth,
Dolgopolov is likely to blast a winner past him from either
wing. He owns a great pair of hands at the net and has an
effective serve.
In 2014 he’s playing better than when he reached his
career high ranking of No. 13 back in 2012. Last year was
essentially a lost one for him when he finished 2013 outside the top 50.
Dolgopolov is back on track. Perhaps he has been
inspired by the strife in his home country. His run of successful play began when the unrest in Ukraine emerged.
Whatever the case, he appears poised for an even bigger
breakthrough – one that could find him in the world top10 very soon.
Ihor Stelmach may be reached at iman@sfgsports.com

ancestry (or vice versa) is counted twice – in the Ukrainian
and the Polish groups. Second, only a fraction of these
potential voters is active in the community. Third, not
every potential voter is registered. Fourth, the turnout in
midterm elections is generally low. This last point provides an opportunity for a relatively small but well-organized group to have a significant effect on the election
result.
Political lobbying is one of the most powerful tools the
diaspora has for helping Ukraine. Unfortunately Ukrainian
Americans have so far failed to understand this and, with a
few exceptions, have shown little interest in American politics. Hopefully the recent energizing of the organized community, as well as of individuals who until now were not
active in the community, will help underscore the importance of being engaged in the political process of the country.
Efforts in Washington need to be complemented with
actions at the local level. Make sure you know who your
senators and congressperson are, get in touch with their
staff, ask candidates how much they know about the situation in Ukraine and what is their position, give donations
to the candidates and make sure they know from whom
they come. Organize meetings with their staff to provide
them with information about the situation in Ukraine and
inform them what your community can do for the politician. Spread the word in your community about the
importance of registering and voting.
The key to an effective and sustainable strategy for helping Ukraine is to be engaged in American politics with
votes and money.
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75th anniversary Black Ribbon Day commemoration held in Montreal
MONTREAL – The Ukrainian Canadian
Congress, Montreal branch, joined other
Eastern European communities in Montreal
in a moving ecumenical ceremony to mark
the 75th anniversary of Black Ribbon Day.
The commemoration recalled the signing of
the infamous Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression
Pact on August 23, 1939. Attended by over
100 participants, the commemoration was
held on August 23 at Our Lady of the Gate of
Dawn Lithuanian Church.
Communities represented at the ecumenical ceremony were the Latvian,
Lithuanian, Czech, Hungarian, Polish and
Ukrainian. Each ethno-cultural community
presented its prayer and national anthem
in their respective language, preceded by
remarks by their community’s representative about the impact of the brutal occupations on their country’s population. Many
references were made to the current invasion by Russia of eastern Ukraine.
Opening remarks were given by Silvija
Staskevicius, president of the Lithuanian
Canadian Community of Montreal. She
stated, “The secret protocols [of the

Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact] resulted in
annexations, Sovietization, deportations,
massacres and genocide on a scale never
before seen in human history. We all lost
family members to famine, deportations
and exile.” She added, “The Day of
Remembrance has been observed throughout Europe. We are joining our countrymen holding similar services in Toronto,
Vancouver, Edmonton and Ottawa to raise
Canadians’ awareness of these crimes.”
Jason Kenney, minister of immigration,
citizenship and multiculturalism, was present at this year’s Black Ribbon Day commemoration. He spoke of the tens of millions who died because of Communist violence and persecution, and he called upon
honoring the memory of the brave patriots
who gave their lives for the freedom of their
lands. He referred to the book “The Black
Book of Communism,” which exposed the
brutal crimes committed by communism.
He mentioned how the crimes of Nazism
are well-known and documented, but the
crimes of communism have still avoided the
depth of public recognition.

At the ecumenical ceremony marking Black Ribbon Day.
“We have an obligation,” he stated, “to
remember today the millions of lives lost
fighting to secure freedom, against two bru-

Yurij Luhovy

tal regimes.” Minister Kenney mentioned
that a National Memorial to Victims of
Communism is being built near Ottawa’s
Parliament Hill. It will honor the victims,
their families and descendants who live in
Canada.
Representing the Ukrainian community
of Montreal was the Rev. Roman Lahola,
who delivered the prayer in Ukrainian. In
his remarks, the Rev. Lahola stated, “We
gather today, representatives of Central and
Eastern European communities, united by
a common need to remember and to pray
for all those who have been victims of tyranny under Communist and Nazi regimes…
With one voice we reaffirm our ongoing
commitment to condemn all forms of
crimes against humanity to condemn those
who assault democracy and human rights
and to oppose those who suppress national, religious and person freedoms.”
The Ukrainian national anthem was
sung by Wolodymyr Mota, who accompanied himself on his bandura.
The participation of UCC Montreal at
this year’s Black Ribbon Day was organized
by President Zorianna Hrycenko-Luhova,
with Evhen Struminsky, Orysia Korol and
Bohdanna Klecor-Hawryluk.

Ukrainian leaders...
(Continued from page 2)

Poroshenko told the country on television
(September 21) that the “people’s police,”
foreseen by this law in those districts, must
operate within Ukraine’s legislation and
jurisdiction. This law omits those criteria,
however, leaving wide scope for abuse (see
EDM, September 19). This law also mandates Ukrainian budget funding on an entitlement basis to finance post-conflict reconstruction in occupied districts. Mr.
Poroshenko now accepts that Ukraine’s
state budget cannot and should not finance
districts that are not under Ukraine’s control. Instead, Kyiv will seek to enlist international donor funding to help those districts
(Ukrainian TV Channel One, September 21).
Poorly drafted, hastily adopted and discussed in an agitated political atmosphere,
this law seems to be stillborn. Technically, it
needs to be counter-signed by Parliament
Chairman Turchynov, then signed by
President Poroshenko and finally published by the government in order to enter
into force. These steps seem unlikely to
occur until after the parliamentary elections, if then, and even then with revisions
that could return the process to square one.
The article above is reprinted from
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation,
www.jamestown.org.
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New academic season opens at Shevchenko Society

Vasyl Lopukh

At the Shevchenko Scientific Society for the roundtable discussion “War and Peace in Ukraine: What Next?”: (on the left, from left) Alexander Motyl, Iryna Vushko, Valery
Kuchynsky and George Grabowicz; (on the right) the audience.
NEW YORK – On September 20, the
Shevchenko Scientific Society hosted its
first event of the new 2014-2015 academic
year: a roundtable dedicated to the ongoing situation in Ukraine and was titled
“War and Peace in Ukraine: What Next?”
that comprised Prof. George Grabowicz
(Harvard University), Ambassador Valery
Kuchynsky and Prof. Iryna Vushko (Hunter
College) and was emceed by Prof.
Alexander Motyl (Rutgers University).
The majority of upcoming events at the
Shevchenko Society will cover the contemporary situation in Ukraine, which is in a

Poroshenko receives...
(Continued from page 4)

reduce Ukraine’s dependence on Russian
energy and would like Canadian expertise
on nuclear power too.
On his day-long trip to the Canadian capital, during which Mr. Poroshenko also met
with Governor General David Johnston
(who represents Canada’s head of state
Queen Elizabeth II), Ukraine’s president
and Prime Minister Harper signed a $200
million (about $183 million U.S.) stabilization loan to Ukraine, repayable over a fiveyear period with a provision enabling
Canada to perform an audit of funds used
during the course of the agreement, as well
as an obligation for Ukraine to provide regular reports detailing the funds’ use.
Mr. Harper also announced $3 million
(about $2.7 million U.S.) to support international partners in providing medical aid,
food, safe drinking water, sanitation and
hygiene, shelter, emergency child protection,
and emergency response and preparedness
to help the estimated 3.9 million people living in areas affected by violence, as well as
the nearly 200,000 individuals registered as
internally displaced throughout Ukraine,
many of whom require medical care.
Canada will also send more than 300
electoral observers to participate in three
different missions monitoring Ukraine’s
parliamentary elections on October 26.
With an estimated 1.2 million Canadians
of Ukrainian descent, both the president
and the prime minister acknowledged the
community’s legacy that stretches back to
the first immigrant wave during the late
19th century.
Mr. Poroshenko recalled Mr. Harper
mentioning that Canada is likely the “most
Ukrainian nation” outside of Ukraine itself.
“This is absolutely true,” said the president.
“Canada has friends all over the globe, and
the closest one is next to it. However, I doubt
that you will find another nation that would
say so sincerely what I say about you: Ukraine
is probably the most Canadian nation after
Canada itself,” Mr. Poroshenko commented.

state of undeclared war. Subsequent events
will include a screening on September 27 of
the short films produced by Babylon ’13
about the Kyivan Maidan, Crimea and eastern Ukraine; an October 4 lecture by Kyiv-

based film critic Dmytro Desyaretyk titled
“A Fractured Line: Ukrainian Film Before
and After Maidan”; and an October 18 lecture by Dr. Zenon Wasyliw of Ithaca College,
“Orthodox Churches in Ukraine: Civic

Society, Identity and Unification Efforts,”
about the Ukrainian Orthodox Church,
whose role could be crucial in finding a
solution to the conflict between Ukraine
and Russia.
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Poroshenko in U.S. ...
(Continued from page 14)

is Ukrainians and Crimean Tatars who are
being oppressed in Crimea today.
And it is time for all people of good will
to rephrase John Kennedy’s words from
over 50 years ago: “I am a Crimean Tatar” –
and there is nothing that would make me
give up my freedom!
Let me also commemorate Volodymyr
Rybak, a 42-year-old father of two, and a
member of the municipal parliament of
east Ukrainian Horlivka. On April 15, he
confronted the separatists and Russian
special-ops officers over a separatist flag
that they were trying to hoist atop the local
administration building. Just like Reshat
Ametov – he was abducted and tortured.
His last hours must have been unthinkable.
His body was badly mutilated.
Today I stand here, in awe of this tragedy, and of the courage and sacrifice of this
man, and of the courage and sacrifice of
millions of Ukrainians. From the bottom of
my heart, I deeply believe that there will be
a time (and very soon!), when Horlivka’s
central square will be named after
Volodymyr and when schoolchildren will
bring flowers to his monument.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Make no mistake: Europe’s, and the
world’s, choice right now is not a choice
between a unipolar and a multi-polar order.
Neither is it a choice between different
kinds of civilizations. It is a choice between
civilization and barbarism.
And while standing at this juncture,
before this great trial, the democratic world
cannot shrink or hesitate!
We do not want to see all the democratic
accomplishments of the last decades to be
erased and to have been for nothing. The
free world must stand its ground. And with
America’s help – it will!
We live in a world that is mutually reliant and interconnected. In this world, the
aggression on one democratic nation is
aggression against all.
If anyone had doubts about this, if anyone was hoping “to sit it out” while
Ukrainians and Russians continue killing
each other – this ended on July 18, when a
Russian missile launched by a Russian mercenary shot down the civilian Boeing-777.
Two hundred ninety-eight innocent, peaceful people, many of whom were flying on
their vacations in the South, met their ultimate demise in the steppes of Ukraine.
Their cold-blooded killing (just like the
barbaric treatment of their remains afterwards) showed that whoever floods Europe
with uncontrolled weapons puts millions of
lives at risk – for years and decades to come.
This was an indisputable brutal act of terror.
Unfortunately, it was this tragedy that gave a
wake-up call to many in the world about the
situation in Ukraine.
Long after wars end – the fear and hate
linger on.

A question...

(Continued from page 8)

The Grazhda in summer is also the site
of various folk art courses that include the
creation of pysanky, embroidery and gerdany (beaded jewelry making) in addition
to a children’s Ukrainian folk singing day
camp.
Under the auspices of the Music and Art
Center of Greene County (MACGC), a cultural highlight of summers in the Hunter
area is the Grazhda chamber music concert series. The chamber music concerts
are held Saturday evenings throughout the
summer season. MACGC board members,
headed by Natalia Sonevytsky, oversee the

How many more deaths will be caused
by the handguns handed out, with absolutely no controls or accountability, in
those regions? How many innocent children will step on land mines so massively
utilized by separatists? How many lives will
be ruined and souls poisoned by the propaganda machine?
The act of pumping the region full of
uncontrolled arms represents a policy of
state-funded terrorism – and it needs to
stop now!
The cynical downing of the Malaysian
Boeing revealed one more important thing:
we are now at the forefront of the fight
against terrorism. And we need to join our
efforts to effectively respond to this challenge.
With this said, people throughout the
world are asking the same questions. Are
we on the eve of a new cold war? Is the
possibility of a new, terrible and unimaginable European war there? Is what until
recently seemed unthinkable now becoming a reality?
Sadly, today, the answer to these questions is: Yes. However, we cannot and must
not accept this as an inevitability.
As recently as 2008, the then president
of Russia ran his election campaign under
the slogan “Freedom is better than nonfreedom.” I am sure that, despite the
Crimean annexation and the ongoing
aggression, millions of Russians still
remember that slogan and take it seriously.
Let’s remind them of it! Let’s show them
that freedom is not a luxury (as some try to
convince them), but a necessity – and a
precondition for the true success of a
nation!
I am convinced that the people of
Ukraine and the people of Russia have
enough good will to give peace one last
chance and prevail against the spirit of
hate.
That’s why my presidency began with a
peace plan and a one-sided ceasefire.
That’s why we are holding our fire now.
That’s why two armies stand before each
other – without massively shedding each
other’s blood. And if things work out right –
they will not have to!
I am in daily contact with the leaders of
the world, including the leader of Russia.
The dialogue is not easy. Over these last
months, too much good will was destroyed.
Too much hate was generated – naturally
and artificially. Too many people have died.
Based on that, I feel there is a growing
mutual recognition that enough is enough!
The bloodshed must stop! The pandemic of
hate must be localized and contained!
As president, looking in the eyes of the
mothers and wives of the dead soldiers and
civilians has been my hardest duty. No one
can take it lightly. Today, it’s my burden –
and the burden of President Putin. As he lit
a candle in a Moscow church to remember
those who perished in this war last week –
I did the same in Kyiv. And from the bottom
of heart, I deeply, profoundly wish that
planning of the season’s musical offerings.
Artistic director pianist Volodymyr
Vynnytsky and artistic advisor cellist
Natalia Khoma perform as well as engage
other virtuosi from around the world to
present classical music in the Grazhda’s
excellent acoustical setting. For the very
modest price of the tickets, there is simply
nothing else like it.
The 2014 season, for instance, included
performances of classical Spanish guitar by
Virginia Luque and works by Beethoven,
Rachmaninoff and Kosenko by cellist
Wanda Glowacka and pianist Larysa
Krupa-Slobodyanik. An amazing evening of
selections by Smetana, Schumann, Haydn
and Chausson was interpreted by violinists Anna Rabinova and Bela Horvath with
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church candles would be the only things
burned in Ukraine from now on.
Over the last months, Ukrainians have
shown that they have the courage to stand
up to the most powerful enemy. We will
never obey or bend to the aggressor. We
are ready to fight. But we are a people of
peace. I am ready to do my utmost to avoid
a further escalation and casualties – even at
this point, when the war has already started feeding on itself.
Sooner or later, peace will return to
Ukrainian homes. And despite the insanity
of this war, I am convinced that peace can
be achieved – sooner rather than later! I
am ready to offer those who live in Donbas
more rights than any part of Ukraine has
ever had in the history of the nation.
I am ready to discuss anything – except
one thing: Ukraine’s dismemberment.
And I am confident: if this war is about
rights, and not about geopolitical ambitions, a solution must, and will be, found!
Ladies and Gentlemen,
In 1991, independence came to Ukraine
peacefully. Yet, the more real this independence became – the higher grew its cost.
Today that cost is as high as it gets.
While fighting this war, we learn to value
independence and to recognize true
friends. And at no point do we ever forget
why we need independence. We need it to
have a country worthy of the dreams of our
ancestors. We need a state that would give
its citizens a life of dignity, fairness and
equal opportunity.
To reach this goal, we will have to root out
the sins that drained Ukraine’s potential for
such a long time and made the two decades
of independence a time of lost opportunities.
We are painfully aware of these sins, largely
inherited from the era of Soviet decay: corruption, bureaucracy and the self-preserving cynicism of political elites.
There is a saying that each people
deserve the government it gets. Ukraine’s
two revolutions within a single decade
show that Ukraine needs and deserves
deep and profound modernization in all
spheres – of the kind that brought economic success to our Western neighbors.
Given the current situation in and
around Ukraine, the implementation of
comprehensive reforms is not a matter of
Ukraine succeeding, but of Ukraine surviving. Deeply aware of that, I gave my voters
this pledge – and I will stick to it!
With the Ukraine-EU Association
Agreement signed and this treaty ratified
simultaneously in the Ukrainian and the
European Parliaments, we have a clear
path of reforms before us.
Never in the history of the European
Union was there a document that was paid
for so dearly – at such incredible human
cost and sacrifice. And this sacrifice, the
memory of the hundreds dead and wounded, will be one more reason and incentive
to hold to this unique chance to make
Ukraine live up to its potential.
Ukraine needs modern governance and
Randolph Kelly, viola, Ms. Khoma, cellist,
and Volodymyr Vynnytsky, piano. The season’s final programs included vocal recitals by Stefania Dovhan of works by
Lysenko, Liatoshynsky, Ihor Sonevtsky and
Skoryk and lastly, authentic Ukrainian village vocal music by the Trio Zozulka.
Many of us worry about what kind of
culture our children and grandchildren are
exposed to. So many people, especially the
young, seem to be held captive by whatever is coming out of their handheld electronic devices. In the introduction to
“Glittering Images,” Camille Paglia notes
that “the creative energy of our era is flowing away from the fine arts,” and that
“mass media are a bewitching wilderness
in which it is easy to get lost.”
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non-corrupt public administration!
Ukraine needs to delegate more powers to
local communities! Ukraine needs to rely
more on its strong, vibrant and dynamic
civil society! Ukraine is building a new
model of managing its state and economic
affairs, where merit and hard work are
duly rewarded! Ukraine needs know-how,
technology and new start-ups to become
better integrated with the global economy.
And for all that, we need America’s help!
In particular, I ask the Congress to create
a special fund to support investments of
American companies in Ukraine, and to
help us with reforming our economy and
our justice system. I assure you that all aid
received from the West will be utilized by
non-corrupt institutions and that the new
generation of officials will make sure the
funds are distributed effectively.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
We called our revolution the Revolution
of Dignity. Human dignity was the driving
force that took people to the streets. This
revolution must result in an education of
dignity, an economy of dignity and a society
of dignity.
Human dignity is what makes Ukraine’s
heart beat and Ukraine’s mind look toward
a new and better version of itself. Human
dignity is the one thing we have to oppose
to the barbarism of those attacking us. It is
the one thing that we can set against the
sea of lies in which the highly sophisticated
and well-funded machine of Russian propaganda is trying to drown the truth about
Ukrainian democracy.
In the coming years, too many things
will depend on Ukraine’s success. This success will be determined by Ukraine’s new
leadership, by its new political generation
and by the newly mobilized society of
Ukraine.
Ukraine truly makes a difference. By
supporting Ukraine, you support a new
future for Europe and the entire free world.
By supporting Ukraine, you support a
nation that has chosen freedom in the most
cynical of times.
In Ukraine, you don’t build a democracy
– it already exists. You just defend it! This is
what makes Ukraine unique, and its struggle deeply and profoundly different from
other conflicts on the world scene. This is
what makes Ukraine the ultimate test of
adherence to the ideal of freedom.
“Live free or die!” was one of the mottos
of the American Revolutionary War. “Live
free or die!” was the spirit on the revolutionary Maidan during the dramatic winter
months of 2014. “Live free or die!” are the
words of Ukrainian soldiers standing on
the line of freedom in this war.
“Live free!” must be the answer, with
which Ukraine comes out of this war. “Live
free!” must be the message Ukraine and
America send to the world, while standing
together in this time of enormous challenge.
Thank you!
Slava Ukraini!

Grazhda music concerts are mainly
attended by adults, yet children – who
attend free – are welcome in the audience
as well. By not only hearing, but seeing
classical music being played live, youngsters have an experience that may well
engender a lifelong love of music of the
kind created by the genius, for the most
part, of European culture. This, let us
remember, is in part the culture that people in Ukraine are dying for today.
What are your children watching and
listening to? If you have never been to the
Hunter area, you have a standing invitation to an enriching cultural experience. To
learn more, see www.GrazhdaMusicand
Art.org. I hope to see you there next summer.
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September 30
Stanford, CA

Roundtable discussion, “Europe-Russia Relations: The
Impact of EU Expansion,” Stanford University,
650-725-2563 or creeesinfo@stanford.edu

October 4
New York

Memorial concert for Andrij Paschuk, Music at the Institute,
Ukrainian Institute of America, 212-288-8660 or
www.ukrainianinstitute.org

October 2
New York

Presentation by Angia Grigas, “Energy Security and
Pipeline Politics: The Achilles Heel of Eastern Europe,”
Harriman Institute, Columbia University, 212-854-4623
or hariman@columbia.edu

October 4
New York

Lecture by Dmytro Desyateryk, “A Fractured Line:
Ukrainian Film Before and After Maidan,” Shevchenko
Scientific Society, 212-254-5130

October 4
Chicago

Recognition evening, honoring Roxana Dykiyj-Pylypczak,
Marta Horodylowsky-Kozyckyj and Wolodymyr
Popowycz, Ukrainian Institute of Modern Art, Ukrainian
Cultural Center, http://uima-chicago.org/recognition/

October 4-5
Ottawa

Centennial parish celebration, St. John the Baptist
Ukrainian Catholic Shrine, 100anniversary.sjb@gmail.com
or 613-834-0745

October 8-11
Jenkintown, PA

Philadelphia Ukrainian Fest, Ukrainian Educational and
Cultural Center, 215-663-1166 or www.ukifest.com

October 9
Montreal

Concert with Okean Elzy, Place des Arts – Salle Wilfred
Pelletier hall, www.placedesarts.com or 514-842-2112

October 10-12
Horsham, PA

Columbus Cup girls’ soccer tournament, Ukrainian
American Sports Center – Tryzub, www.tryzub.org

October 12
Alexandria, VA

Concert, featuring violinist Oleg Kaskiv, The Washington
Group Cultural Fund, The Lyceum,
events@twgculturalfund.org or 301-229-2615

October 16
Stanford, CA

Lecture by Taras Koznarsky, “Shevchenko and His
Readers,” Stanford University, 650-725-2563 or
creeesinfo@stanford.edu

October 17-18
Banff, AB

Conference, “The Great War and Enemy Aliens, 19141919,” University of Alberta, Cave and Basin National
Historical Site, www.cius.ca or 780-492-1444

October 3
Winkler, MB

Brotherhood Concert Series, featuring the Ukrainian
Bandurist Chorus and the Hoosli Ukrainian Male Chorus,
Enns Centennial Concert Hall, 866-943-8849 or
www.winklerconcerthall.ca

October 3November 30
Chicago

Art exhibit, “Stella: The Nature of a Collective,” Ukrainian
Institute of Modern Art, www.uima-chicago.org or
773-227-5522

October 4
Winnipeg, MB

Brotherhood Concert Series, featuring the Ukrainian
Bandurist Chorus and the Hoosli Ukrainian Male Chorus,
Pantages Playhouse Theater, 855-985-5000 or
www.ticketmaster.ca

October 4
Whippany, NJ

Ukrainian Festival, Ukrainian American Cultural Center of
New Jersey, 908-759-1771 or www.facebook.com/uaccnj

October 4
Toronto

Conference, “The Kholm region During World War II –
Lessons of History,” Ukrainian Canadian Research and
Documentation Center, St. Vladimir Institute Theater,
416-966-1819

October 4
Hartford, CT

20th anniversary performance, The Spirit of Ukraine,”
featuring Zolotyj Promin Ukrainian Dance Ensemble, The
Bushnell Theater, www.bushnell.org or 888-924-2874

October 4
Zolotyj Promin concert after-party, featuring music by
Wethersfield, CT Hrim, Ukrainian National Home, 860-296-5702
October 4
New York

Film screening “Naimychka,” The Ukrainian Museum,
212-228-0110 or www.ukrainianmuseum.org

Entries in “Out and About” are listed free of charge. Priority is given to events
advertised in The Ukrainian Weekly. However, we also welcome submissions
from all our readers. Items will be published at the discretion of the editors
and as space allows. Please send e-mail to mdubas@ukrweekly.com.
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Saturday, October 4
NEW YORK: The Shevchenko Scientific
Society invites all to a lecture by Dmytro
Desyateryk (Kyiv), “A Fractured Line:
Ukrainian Film Before and After Maidan.” Mr.
Desyateryk is a film critic at the Ukrainian
newspaper Den. The lecture will take place at
the society’s building, 63 Fourth Ave.
(between Ninth and 10th streets), at 5 p.m.
For additional information call 212-254-5130.

WHIPPANY, N.J.: Spend the day with family
and friends at the fifth annual festival of the
Ukrainian American Cultural Center of New
Jersey, located at 60 N. Jefferson Road.
Festival hours are 11:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.; admission and parking are free. There will be two
fabulous stage shows featuring Iskra, the
Dobriansky Brothers, Babarocin, Barvinok,
Sophia Nayda, Tsvitka, Vesna and more. Enjoy
home-made Ukrainian foods, desserts and
beers. Children will be entertained by our
magician, inflatable obstacle course and slide,
and games of chance. Shop our vendors offering jewelry, clothing, crafts, music and ethnic
foods. Finish the day at the “zabava” (dance)
with a DJ beginning at 7 p.m. For more information contact Oksana Krywulych, 908 7591771, or check uaccnj.org.
Wednesday-Saturday, October 8-11

JENKINTOWN, Pa.: The Ukrainian
Educational and Cultural Center is sponsor-

ing an outdoor festival featuring Ukrainian
dance performances, delicious homemade
Ukrainian food, a Ukrainian beer garden,
vendors, Ukrainian folk art demonstrations,
live music and activities for the children,
including carnival rides, games, face-painting and much more. The fest will be held at
700 N. Cedar Road on Wednesday through
Friday, 6-10 p.m., and on Saturday, 11 a.m. to
6 p.m. For more information contact 215663-1166 orwww.ukifest.com.

Sunday, October 12
ALEXANDRIA, Va.: At 3 p.m., The
Washington Group Cultural Fund will open
its 2014-2015 season with a concert by
Ukrainian violinist Oleg Kaskiv, in a program
featuring works by Schubert, Mendelssohn,
Ysaye, Saint-Saens and Skoryk. As a soloist,
Mr. Kaskiv performs regularly in Ukraine
with the National Symphony of Ukraine,
Odesa Philharmonic and Lviv Philharmonic
Symphony Orchestras, as well as worldwide
with the Camerata Lysy, Camerata de
Lausanne, Symphonisches Orchester Zürich,
Orchestre National de Belgique, Orchestre
Symphonique de Montreal and
Sinfonieorchester Baden-Baden. The
Lyceum is located at 201 S. Washington St.
For information call 301-229-2615 or
e-mail events@twgculturalfund.org.
Suggested donation: $20; free for students.
A reception to meet the artists will be held
immediately following the performance.
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